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A pupil's experiences between the ages oil paRd 16 robably shape his
ultimate view of science and of the natural world. Durinp these years
most youpgsters become nore ziclept at thinkinL, conceptually. Since.,
concepts ,are at the heart of science, this is the age at which most stu-
dents first gain (the ability to study science in a really organiied
,Ilere, too, the commitment for or against science astan interest 01" a
vocation is often made.

Paradoxically, the students at this critical age have been the ones
least affected by thc, recent effort to produce new science instruction'al
materials. Despite a number of commendable efforts to improve the
situation, the middle years stand today as a.comparatively weak link.in
science, education between the rapidly changing elcmentary'curriculum
and the recent revitalized high school science courses. This volume
-and its ac ripaiiying materials represent one attempt to provide a
sOun pproaeh to instruction for this relatively uncharted. level.

the outset the organizers of the ISCS Project decided that it
would be shortsighted and unwise to try..to fill the gap in middle
school ,seience education by simply writing anotheritextbook. We chose
instead to challenge some of the most firmly established concepts,.
about how to teach and just .vhat science.material can and shotild be
taught to adoles,cents.. The ISCS staff have tended to mistnist what
aothonities believe,about schools, teachers, chilqren, and teaching until

'We have had the chance .to..test these assumptions in actual classrooms
with real children. Ass.confiicts have arken, our policy 'has been to rely
more upon what we .S.1\V happening in the schools than upon what
authorities said CA Id or would happen: It is largely because of this
policy that the tSCS materials represent.a substantial departure from
the nOrm:

'The primary.difterence.between the ISCS program and more con--
'ventional approaches i;* the- fact" that it allows each -student io travel

r,0
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at his own pace, and it permits the scope and sequence of instruction
to vary with .his interests, abilities, and baaground. The 1SCS writers
have systematically tried to give the student rore of a role in deciding
what he should study next and how goon he should study it. When the
materials are used as intende the ISCS teacher serves more as a
"task easer" than a "task mas ." It is his job to help the student

eanswer the qu tions that arise from his own study rather than to try
to anticipate a d package what the student needs to knoW.

There is nothing radically new in the ISCS approach to instruction.
I

Outstanding teachers from Socrates to Mark Hopkins have stressed the__
' need to personalize education. ISCS haltried to do something more

than pay lip service to this goal. ISCS' raijor contribution has been to
---.------design a-system whereby an average teacher, operating under normal-

constraints, in an ,ordiriary classroom with ordinary children, can in-.,
deedgiire maximum attention to each student's progress. .

The development of the ISCS material has been a group effort from
the 'outset. It began in,1962, when outstanding educators met to decide"
what might be done to improve middle-grade science teaching. The
recommendations of these conferences were converted into a tentative
plat for a set of instructional material by a small group of Florida')
State University facolty members. S 11-scale writing sessions' con-,3

/- ducted on the Florida State campus during 1964 and 1965 resultedin','
pilot curriculum materials that were tested in selected Florida schools.'
during the 1965-66 school year. All Ihis preliminary work was sup-:,
ported by funds generously provided by The Florida State University.

In June of 1966, financial support was provided by the United States,

Office of Education, and tile preliminary effort was formalized intOs
the ISCS Project. Later,.the National Science FoRtiditfirin made sev-
eral additional grants in support of the ISCS effort.

The first draft of' these materials was produced in 1968, during a
Summer writing confeeence. The 'conferees were scientists, science
educators, and jfinior high school teachers drawn from all over the
United States. The original materials have been revised three times
prior to their publication in this volume. More than 150 writers' have
contributed to the materials, and more than 180,000 children, in 40
states, have been involved in .their field tesfing.

".
was.

We sincerely hope that the teachers and students who will use this
material will find that the ,great amount of time, money, and effort
that has gone into its developMent has been worthwhile.

-

Tallahassee; Florida
e.

February 1972
The Directors

SCIENCE CURRIcULUM `.STUDY

\,-* 4',4
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Notes to the Student

The Word science means a lot of things. All of the meanings are "right,
but none are' complete. Science is many things and is hard to de-
scribe in a few words.

We wrote this book to help you underStand what science is and what
scientists do. We have chosen to show you these things instead of
describing them with words. The book describes a series of things for
you io do and think about. We hope that what you do will-Aelp you
learn a good deal about nature and that you will get a feel fOi-'
scientists tackle problems.

How is this book different from other textbooks?

This book is probably not like your other textbooks. To make any
sense out of it, you must work with objects and substances. You should
do the things described, think about them, and then answer any ques-
tions askell.. Be sure you answer each question as you come to it:

The questions in the book are very important. They are asked for
three reasons:

1. To help you to think through,.what you smand do.
2. To let you know whether or not you understand/what you've done:
3. To give -you a record of what you have done SQ that you can

use it for review.

How will your class be organized?

Your science class will .probably, be quite- 'different from..your other
classes. This book will let you start work witi ). less help t an. usual
from your teacher. You should begin each day's work whe e wou left
off the day before. Any equipment and supplies needed ill be wait-
ing for you.

,

1
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Your teacher will hot read to you ,or_ tell you the thiiigs that you are
to I rn. Instead, he will help you and your classmates individually.

ry to .work atiead on,your own. If you have trouble, first try to
soh the problem for yoursel,;,Don't ask your teacher for help until
you really_ need it. Do not expect him to giye you the answers to the
questibns-in the bpok. Your teacher will try to help you find where
and hoW you Went wyorig, but he will not do your work for you.

After a few days, some of your classmates will be ahead of you and
others will not be as far along. This is the way the course is supposed
to wink.- Remember, -though, that there will b no prizes for finishifig
first. Work at-whatever speed is best for you. ure you under-
stand what you have done bejore 'moving on. . .

Excursions are mentioneU. at several places. These SpeCilit Actinies .

are found at the back of the book. You may stop and do anty excursion
that looks iiiterestin:g or an); that you feel will help you.-'(Some ex-
cursions will help you do some _of the activities in Allis hook.) 5ome-
times, your teacher filay ask you to do an excursion.

What am I expected to learn? -

During the eyegr, you ,will work very much as a scientist 'does. -You
should learn a lot of worthwhile information. More important, we
hope that you will learn how to ask and answer- questions about
-nature. Keep in mind that learning how to find answers to questions is
just as valuable as learning the- answers themselves.

Keep the big picture,,in mind, Mo. Each chapter builds ,on ideas
alTeady dealt with. These ideas add up to some of the simple but
powerful cOncepts that are so important in,science. If you are given a
Student Record Book, do all your writing in it. Do not wrile in this
book.. ftge your Record Book for-making graphs, tables, and diagrams,
too.

From time tO time you may notice that your classmates haye not
always given the sarfie answers that you did. This is no cause for
woriy. There are many right answers to some of the. questions. And
in some cases y u may not be Ole to answer the questions. As a
mattai of fact o one knows the answers to.some of them. This 'may
seem disap niting to you at first, Imit you wilt soon realize that there
is much that science does not know. In this course, you will learn
some ofthe things we don't know as Well as what is known. Good luck!
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Excureion 1-1 is keyed to this chaplet.

.
H ow would you like to be -able t(4 explain the formation of
a giant thundercloud like the 'one shown on the facing page?
"A tough job," you say. Perhaps, but not impossible. To do

.

it, you'll need to find out a .few tkings about air, water, heat,
and the earth's surface. You'll need_ to know how these varia-

...- bles interact to produce cyanges in t1,:i'e earth's atmosphere.
These atmospheric changes are What-we call "weather." 01
.course- there is-more to weather than a thundercloud. How-
ever, old cumulonimbus is an exciting fellow.

Your 'flrst task is to find out how w/rm and .cold, surfaces
affect 4ir.' You will need' to make on observation box if one
isn't already availahle. To dd this, you'll need the fol,lowing
materials .

I cardboard box (abbut 30 cm 30,em x 50 Cm)
. -Clear plastic'food

Plastic tape .

1 'plastic straw
' .

Chapter 1
^
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ACTIVITY 1-1. Remove one side of the box; then cut a window
in two sides as shown. But leave about of the top intact.

3

Tape plastic food wrap over the windows so that they are
airtight. In one end of the box, cut a small hole just large
enough to insert a plastic straw.

iTh
Do not
cut out.

Tape

PlasHc
food i
wrap

Remove side
. of box.

Studying the behavior or air is a bit difficult because air
a mixture of invisible gases. One way to study air is to

add smoke particles to it. By watching What happens.;to- the
smoke, you can decide \ vhat inyisible air is-doing. '1'hc next
activities will suggest a simple'way to collect some smoke,
You will need the. following:

1 large air piston Sc issors
.1 plastic straw B a by-food jar
Heavy cotton string,,12 cm long oftap water
Matches

J
V=5:=1:ztzszvcsTs

V.SSZ:3:::
K---21 4 cm A

14(---- 4 5 c'm

t
Piece
of straVT----

1/2 cm

ACTIVITY 1-2. Cut the straw into 4- to 5-cm lengths. Cut the
-string into lengths of about 4 crtf.,' Double one of the pieces
of string twice or more until it will fit snugly in the end of
p piece of the plastic straw. Leave about 7-; cm of the doubled
string sticking out of the straw. Repeat the procedure for the

CHAPTER 1 other pieces.
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ACTIVITY 1-3. Slip a section of thePrimated straw onto the
ir pistork-Light the string, being careful not topelt the straw.

Collect smoke in the cylinder by slowly drawing out the
plunger.,Remove the straw andlay it aside where it Won'tTurn
anything. You may need more smoke later:

, 1

Now iq)u are ready to see now warni-,and cold slid-a es
alfcc1Th-irYou will use yo.ur ohservahon box and the smoke
you collectell in ActivIty 1-3.,

ACTIVITY.1-4. Place a pan of cold.water (ice water or even
ice cubes if possible) iriskie the observation box. Be sure the
straw is In place through the end of the box. The' end of the
straw should not be over the pan 81 water.

n of
, cold water

. .
ACTIVITY 1-5. Insert a s'inoke-filled air iston into the straw
of the observation box. Gently force smoke through the straw
into the box so that it moves_very slowly oyer the cold water.
Observe what happens to the smoke.

,

3,4 g",t,;
,

if---

t '1..!:

gl-'

.-

44 4:1"...
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L11L1. Describe what happened tO the smoke as it moved
into the region above the cold sin Ince.

4, l'k.,
. y

Repeat Activities 1-3, 1-4, and 1-5 us, Jig a pan of hot \';,) ter.

.But don't throw away the ice. Other students may need it.

6

Describe what happened lo the smoke as it moved
into the Tegiop above the warm suh'ace.

Pigure 1-1

.

C.

Cold water

)1.

f

Il.you tudied Volume I or Volume 2 of the 1SCS prop,ram,_
you learned that a change in motion of Soul et hW ocurs
only if a force is acting upon it.

1-low do' you know that some force acts on the smoke
as it moves into lhe region above the warm or the .cold
surface?

41'igure I- I illustrates the smoke-filled air.as-it moves above
jthe surface of,the cold ahd the hot water.

t

In Figure of your Record Book, draw arrows
indicatino the direction of the lorce.aeting on enli of the
smoke streams.

The.upward motion of the smoke above the warm surface
suggests that the air is rising. This updraft pushes the smoke

'

along with it.

01-. what does the Smoke movement tell you about the
CHAPTE.R 1 motion of air oVer a cold surface?

;,: .1\2443W#W-'16.'No,i-=:0440,i 44!.
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The. vertical (up-and-down) movemeM of air is very nu,.
portant kn producing'wcather changes. But_ how can this
motion be explained'? Putting an activity together with the
particle model from 1SC'S Volume I can help.

Get a.partner and the following materials for this activity:

I-pegboard balance rod
I \Ore $upport for rod
2_small paper bags-bf-equal size
2 thumbtacks of equal size

alcohol _burner-
Matches

ACTIVITY 1-6. Set up the balance rod a(nd wire support_as
shown. Fasti the twdspaper bags to the balance rod, using
the thumbtac s, Balance the rod by moving the sliding clip.
With,gie rOd held stationary as shown, hold a lighted alCohol
burner about erid of the -bag on the

\
..

.right..
,.

,
, . I

)Caution Se et:IV-Ell not ,to let the lro,!,,, ouch I ire! Keep: die
burner ander the bog JOr_-30. NeCO/01.

ACTIVITY 1-7. Remove the burner, extinguish.it, and gentiy
let go o) the bar. Observe r bag for several minute's

Sliding
clip

.15 cm --,

,

Open
end

Batnce
rod

Alcohol
burner

.

r11-6. Describe your _Osemitions_from Activity 1-7.

01-7. According to Your-obserVatio*, which has the greaten
mass, :the bag .of warin air or the_ bag of cool air?

.v

CHAPTER 1.
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Figure 1-2

. 4

Figure:1-3

ucle model foi mattei twin Volume I 01,1SCS

suggested that heating a substance eallScs the particles of the

subsitance to spread farther apart. 'Fhus, the pal ticks in warm

air Ain..be thought of as farther apart than the particles in

cool air. This idea is illustrated in Figure 1-2.

Particles clo:se together Particles tar apart

Cool air Warm air

01-8. The bags shown in Figure .1-2 have the same volume.

Which has more gas particles per volume?

It seems reasonable to think that the bag with the greater
number of air particles will have more mass and, therefore
be helvier than the bag with -fcver particles. Because the

bag of warm air is lighter than thc bag of cool air, it is Pushed

upward by the heavier, cooler air that surrounds it. It be-
haves somewhat like a cork that is held under the 'surface
of a liquid. Just as Ow heavier surr6unding water pushes the

cork up Ihen it is released,.so alsO the surrounding .heavier

air pushes the li-ghter, warm air up (Figure 1-3).

_ .4 '
'4,114"77 A

Water pushes C
cork up. .

tork
under water

9- 9

0.

TWIlrittirti40440
. , '91es,,r ,-7194,1- 9:,. 's
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Balloons of all sizes, some 'carrying animals and machines,
have been propelled upward by the lift of hot gases.. Man's
first flights into space were aboard such hot-air crafts. Per-
haps you'd like to try making your own balloon. If so, get
a partner and get going on Excursion 1-1.

The fact that warm air rises and cool air descends will
prove to be very important in helping,you explain weather
conditions.

..But how is the air cooled Or warmed? Is it a result of
sunlight, or the lack of ia..Does the earth's surface have
anything Ao .do with this cooling and warming?

Get a couple of partners to help you find the answers to
these questions. Your team will need the following equip-
ment:

5 Styrofoam cups
5 thermomQters
SeissOrs

floodlamp (or 150-watt bulb)
Water A room temperature
Dry sand
Finely crushed dry charjbal

ACTIVITY 1-8. Carefully cut the tops'Off the five cups about
3 cm from the bottom. Save both tops and bottoms of the
cups.

Tops

t3U1f3t3t:5171.i-,Geeee
Bottoms

ACTIVITY 1-9. Flit one cup wi(h water at room temperature,
one with dry'sand;one with wet Sand, one with dry crushed
charcoal; 'and one with wet crushed charcoal. Arrange the
cups In a circle.

SIP
A

Water

. Wet charcoal

d.

6 1.1.;

Dry sand

Wet sand

Dry charcoal

0
0

:

.
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ACTIVITY -
thermomet
material.

-10,
r bul

(.8

lace a thermometer in each c ntainer. Each
shotild be covered by no mo e than !2 cm of

Water

,

Thermometers

kft tog-/ tprpkie.
trad ViOf

Wet
charcoal

Dry sand

Wet
sand

st.17.41v

Ur
1111111111111.

ACTIVITY 1-11. Hang a 150-wa t bulb about 30 cm above the
center of the circIeif containe S. Don't turn the light on'until
you have recorded the initial temperature fori4aCh Container.
Record your readings in TAlple 1-1 of your Record Book.

Dry
charcoal

Floodlatm5 or
150-watt bulb

Teinveratures..should be taken I. 3. and .5 minutes alter
-the jaht*is tkirned on.Tiwn ai,,Mn 5 minuresintster the

.
.
Itht

timed oft.

A *a *o
4 5

4 5.

niaAt*Lr,"7: *..
y, ii#4111W,T444 fr4z,,,J"

1,
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Table 1-1

A:

"[HER MOM.I2TER REA D.IdNG (°C)

-

--,--- ----- (--- ---------hcgiming-Dr
Matefial

..

Light 611- at .

, Experiment

Light/Turned 0 i
,:.

__ ._ Light Qv -411
After 5 Minutes

L.- -- Cooling ----F-

----.---Aile-C---
I N:inute

-----Afier
3 Minutes

-
After

5_MhALICs..
A

.__ ..._.... .

i . .

.

.

Qry sand
. .

. -
.

,

,d -
Wet sand .

!--

/ ... -
_ .

.

4
..,:

Dry-charcoal. ,.

.

Z------..-4-

..

Wet charcoal

Giaph the data
Record Book.- On
should °be repress
the temperature

/ tures are near
//reached-in any, rrt

temperature diyisi

from -Ta.tlie' I- I on Egtire 1-4 of you
t raph, each of the live sets of data

by IT different line (see key). Number
it left so .that the beginninvempera-

tiottom line and the highest temperature
Ktitt! is near.the top. Remember that the
oils on the lines must represent egnaldegree intervals.

dr

23 4 5
Time (in minutes)

04#44# /14"1#.f.:tV.
\--;'... #

9

; 10 z:

Figure 1-4

Key

Water

Dry sand

Wet sand

Dry charcoal

Wet charcoal

tti$1Y.4!

0-0-0-0

et,
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The salne light shone equally on all the materials for the
same period of time. Yet the tjnipaturc 01 some materials
increased more than the temperature of ot hers.

[1179. 01 the dry mattrials, which showed t-he greater tem-
peratul-c, change, the dac,k (charcoal) or the light (sand)?
Which cooled faster?

1.11-10. Of the wet solids, which shoWed the grentei- lemnper-
attire increase?

01-11. Did th i.y s.J1d _s_ho3v _more temperature increase _
than.the same solid whenswer?.

01-12. Did the temperature of the water increase as much
as .the temperature of' the s'olids?'

L11-13. When :the liPht was turned off, which,bol the sub-0...
stances cooled the most in 5 minutes?

This last inVestigation you did should have made a couple
of things rather obvious:

When light reaches .surface, the temperatore of that
surface will increase'.

2. Different kind& of surfaces show dilferent rates of heat-
ing and cooling....

Iris reasonable to -expect that the air above the earth's
surface.will,be warmed or coolvd by that surface.

Warm air Cooler air

10 CHAPTER 1.
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From thile to tiriie in this unit, you will be asked to do
what arc called Problem 13reaks. These are problems for you
to solve, without much help from your 'book or from your
teacher. The prQblems will usually help you undertandc73hat
you are studying in the chapter. But that's not their major
purpose. They are designed to give you practice in problem
solving and in setting up your oWn experiments. Youshoidd
try every.problem breakeven the tough ones. And in most
cases you should have your,teacher approve your plan b'efore...,

trying- it.--Thd-firSt -pm-mem --break-in this -Unit comim- up
-next.

.PROBLEM BREAK 1-1

It has been suggested that the air at different points on
the earth receives different amounts a heat from the earth.
The amount of heat depends on the kind of material that
is beneath the. air. But is this a reasonable idea? You can
find out with a few measurements in the area arounq your
school. Design your own plan for collecting data.'A sugges-
tion for preparing your thermometer for outdoor use follows.

ACTIVITY,-1212. Bend a coat hanger as shown. This can be
used as a thermometer support.

1

Coat
hanger

CHAPTER 1 11
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ACTIVITY 1-13. To insulate the thermometer from winds out-
doors, us" the bottom of a Styrofoary cup. (You can use oneN
of the cusi from Activity 1-9.) Then -suspend the thermometer -

from the coat hanger as shown.

Styrofoam
c u p

Get permission from your teactier to go ontside to locate
at least four different kind's of surface as close tOgether as
possible. Be sure to get your temperature measuremmts in

the same way at each place.
In the space provided in your le.'cord Book, record your

plan, the data you collect, and your conclusionS.

01-14. Did the temperature of the outSide air vary,'depending
upon the surface under it?

The temperature of the earth's surface can be expected
to have quite an-effect on the up-and-down Motion of the,
air above it. This air movement has a great effect on weather.
It is the first step in building the thundercloud mentioned
earlier.

You might find it interesting to know that up-and-down
.air has some rear effects on aircraft-

[11-15...Explain the Motion of-The glider shown in Figure
1-5.

N,*-04,,,,q4,1.7.47.****5741;3071604tWAt.9TVa§:t!rr,;i6707.::41,40',. '.7V4Ai..T6n11\
.,/ - -r . , --



Ocean

1.iblira

S.

Warm
surface

Cool surface Cool
Warm surtace surface.

Figure 1-5 -1.-
_

*9'

Before going on, do-Self-Evaluation 1 in'your Record Book.

i.,.R14'4*.,
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Weather Watch

_

Chapter 2

Everyone is 'interested' in the weather, and almost everyone
tries to predict. what' it will 'be. Some folks' spend all their
time studying weather patterns,.., These people are called mc-
teorologists. They -want to be able tQ explain weather
chang-esrand they try' to makef4ccurate forecasts.

As you continue your study of this unit, you will do a bit
of your own' weather forecasting-. What you have learned

". 'about air. 'will help. But you will al.so need' to collect data
on daily weather conditions. To dolhis,'you need to establish
a "Weather. watch!, '

:?You will need a. record of the daily weather in yhir city
or town during period.of..abOut 'four weeks, To get this
infoymation,- you'll need to keep a Weather watchLrepeated

.4.ecks of wea,ther instfuments.,..Ptiring your weather watch,
yon will meiNure certain weather variables every day,. in-
cluding weekends: As far.:wpossible, measurements should
:be 'made at the s'ariio time each day; Moss -Of the measUre-

. inents:will be made using an instrument like the one shown
in,-FigUre 2-1. Or, if your school has one,:data can be 'col-
lected from a'weather statioh that has several.different in-
struments. -' ;

y?; \.','
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Figure 2-1 %it gauge

71

Thermometer r,

Indicates total I nintall

Total rainfall

Indicates
wind directioh

1-6 CHAR

Indicates
wind speed

to9

Wind speed

ln your Record Book, you will find a weather-watch chart ,

, similar to the one shown in Table I. Keep your rour-wcek
weather-watch data in this chart..

.Here are .some suggestions:on how to make and reeord
your observations.'

. I. Date: Record the elate you take your reading
2..Time: Record the time you take your reading. .

3. Read the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit to the
. n,earest. degree on the weather-station thermometer.'. Convert to degreesCelsius.

,... .4. Wind direction: Use the wind direction on the weather
station.. Retilemberl Record the directionfri" which the
wind blows.

9 9 .

i

.
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5. Wind .speed: Use ,the wind -speed, in( icator on the
weather station. Record the high and low wind speeds
observed over a .one-minute period. For example:
"From 5 to 8. miles per hour."

Excursion "Blowin'. in the Wind;" will help you use
the wind speed and wind direction indicators on the *:(61.11;i--1.Ti1011
wthqher-station instrumek correctly.

6, Cloud type': The photographs in Figure 2-2 show the
three major types of clouds (cirrus, straws, .cumulus),
(Excursion 2-2, 4Bi1lboards of the Will help you
identify additionai.'cloud types.) Use these various pie--
ctures to identify clouds.aS you keepyour weather watch.
Write down only the symbol for the name'of the cloucl
in-Table 2-I..These symbols; are given under each pie,'
ture in Figure.2-2.

,

eieJ;i4.1r4101
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Figure 2-2a Cirrus clouds (0)
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Figure 2-2b Cumulus clouds (Cu)
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7. ClOud cover: Estimate how much c)f the sky is covered
by elköuds. Use the following symbols. to. record'. your
data: 0 for dear sky; Cy for 25% (p of the sky coVered
by,clouds; 00 for 50% () of the sky covered by clouds;

4 a for 75% (i) cloud cover; for complete overcast.
.'.Precipttation: The rain gauge on The weather Station

will bkeep'ack .hr rainfall for you. Rainfall for a given
,

day _is tl$. amount of new water AIN;cup sineC; the1:

11; ..,.day betkre, SnOw is also precipihition. Measure. the-
depth of;now at some pOint 'where it 'has not drifted.
To determine the ralinfall equivalent.of snow, divide the
nuMber of centimeters of snoWfall by 25. (Or, ii you
measured depth in inches, divide Our measurement by
10.)

'9. In rows9, 10, and 11 of the chart; you .will add several
more items to your data table as you study the remain-
ing chapters.

Note The.. Weather-station instrument calibrated in the

7,t.:j

E:ngli.yh:System.- Therefore, 'you ist: make freilueht
:sions' (changes) .to. the metric -q.stenz. Excursion 2-1,. "The.
.:Contkersio)1 E Cursion," will hel :you. with.these .changes.

..Remember _your weather 'watch is to continue for. four .

weeks, including weekends if possible.. .

. OW
.tiefore going on, do.Self-EveluatiOn 2 in-your.Record Rook.

Figure 2-2c: Stratus clouds (St)
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Concentrating on Ups Chapter 3

.You'Ve. learned that -different 'surfaces absorb different
-"- - aMounts of 'heat frOm sunlight. Al.l.you need &) 'to prOve

. . this is to Alilk around outdoors ri the summertime in your
bare feet.,Vou'll quickly find thatwarm and cool spots can
exist near each Other.

The temperature of the air above dr earth'ssurface is
affected by the.heat absorbed by the stirface. Air above a
hot spot is warmed. Air:above a cool .spot is. cooled.

.., ,
1. 03-1. What happens lo the motion .or air as it passes over

hot spot on the earth?.

03-2.. What happens to the motion Of air as it moves over :

cool spot an the .earth?
' .

, i'.KnoWing that air moves up and down over different areas
: .;of the earth's surface is a good start iexplaining weather

--.--,1;ehangés. However, you Reed to find .out more about how
the aitiS affected by 'these uPs and sc1wns. This is, a compli-
cated thing tc*Ndo..To make ..yout task \gimpler, concentrate .

. only on the ups .for now. . .

' " Y` ,

'
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When stuting complicated situations, scientists concen-
trate on only a part of the total situation. This is called using
a -systems approach" in investigations.

If you used the 1SCS. Volume I or Volume 2, you've used
the systems approach many times before. In using the sys-
tems approach, y'QU concentrate only on that part of,a com-
plicated situation in which you arc interested. That part of
the situation is c.alled the systeni. The rest of the situation
can be,ignored, except when youi want to pay attention to
the inpin to or output front_the.system. If you wis_h to Min-,

_Me some ever smaller part of the system, you refer to it as
a subsystem.

4

Figure 3-1 will help you take a systems approach In seeing
how air is affected by altitude (height above the earth's. sur-
face). The total atmosphere can be thought of as the situa-
tion, The vertical column.'shown represents a column of air
extending up from the earth's surface. This column will be
the system you will study. Two cubes havebeen drawn within
the column. They represent cubes of air. You can think of
them as -subsystems of the column of air. Air from outside
the column (the system) cart flow into the cubes (the Nub--
systems). And air from inside the cubes can flow out of the
column.

Figure 3-1

oticri deb

Assume that the column Of air sho\i'm in Figure 3-1 is
nding over a Warm spot on the earth's surface.

D3-3. Which cube of air -would be warmer?

[13-4. Asair cube A rises,;what do you predict 'will happen.

22 ._CHAPTER 3 to it$ temperature'?
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Air is warmed by beMg near a warm surface. The air
closest to the surface is warmed the most. Generally, then, .
the farther the air is from the earth's surface, the cooler it
will be. Thus, cube A in Figure 3-1 should have a htgher
temperature than cube B.

Figure 3-2

PROBLEM BREAK 3-1

Design and.conduct an investigation of how .air tempeya7
ture -varies with altitude, gecord yoK plan, qe data .you
collect, and the .conclusions you-reach in your RecOrd B k

03-5. _According to Figure .3-1, which cube of air I s more
air above it, A Or B?

C13-6. Which cube of air would have mOre weight on it from.
above? .

may be 'a bit concerned .abouf question 3:6.. In fact
... you niay-wonder why such a question was aSked. Is it reason-

to think of air as h.aOng weight? Try the next activity
and find -Ont for yourself. _-.

jYou will 'need- the following materials:

4 balance rod,,with 3 balancing clips
.4,4 balance-rod. wire support

Z. balloons .of equal slze

. .1.crl



ACTIVITY 3-1. Fasten the two balloons to the clips as shown.
Balance the rod by 'Moving the third clip. (You may have to
move It across the wire support.)

a.

Balloon

Balance rod
Balancing clip

Balloon

ACTIVITY 3-2. Remove one of the balloons, blow it up, and
knot the neck. Place the Icolloon on the table for 5-10 min-;
utes. Then reattach it to the balance arm. Hold the arm level,
then gently release it, and observe what happens.

1

24 CHARTER 3

The breath you blew into the 1?alloon is warmer than the
_room air..That is why you were told to wait a few minutes
before compaiing its.mass. This wait-gave it tiMe to cool oft
a bit.-

0377. Explain, your observation from Activity 3-2.

,

.Now th\inlc-again about the column of air.from Figure 3-1.
Every particle of air exerts a downward .weight force.

lhese.forces together,make the total weight of the column..
.of air.

0

jf.
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03-8. _Which cube of air (A or B) has more weight acting on
it from _above, in Figure 3-1?

Your answer to question 3-8 should have 'been "cube A."
This is also the answer to the earlier question 3-6.

The total weight of a column of air on imaginary cube
A results in the air pressure on' that cube.

(D3-9. .How does the air ressure on cube B compare with
the air pressure on Cube_ .

. _ _

Figure 3-3 suggests how particles in a column of air might
be exp,ected to look.

Eai-th's surface

Figure 3-3

You may want to check ybu.r understanding of the term
pressure. If so, turn to Excursion 3-1.

By nOw you should exPect that air 'pressure will decrease
as altitude increases. But you.may wonder .if air pressure can
'vary at the same altitude. For example, does atmospheric
pressure vary.right at the earth's surface? .

To answer this question,.you ne'éd some way of measuring
atmospheric pressure. The,ncxt activities will show you how
to..make'such d.evice and how it works... 7

Yo u .need a partner and the following materials:

::'.1 balloon
1 baby-food jar..(niust be large size)

rubber.band *-

c,

(rt,

WA(.611 rehli
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'ACTIVITY 3-3. Cut the end off the balloon and stretch it over
the mouth of the jar. Be sure the rubber balloon is stretched
taut. Then have your partner fasten it in place using the rub-

ber band.. The band will have to be doud:led once or more
to make a tight seal. This seal is very' Important.

Balloon'

.Baby-lood Jar

What you have just made is the basi\c part of an atmos-
pheric pressure meashrer. Before hniSlUng it, however, let's

Ilse the particle model; to explain how:'.1it shohld work.
Aiy is both inside and outside the jair,The particle model

(discussed ih ISCS Volume 1) says that:the air particles are
in motion (Figure.3-4). They are bounding against the inside

and outside of the rribber cover.

-4.5t..g.`b4"404.40



"%:v. If the jar istightly scaled, no. Mast.) air particljs can enter Figure 3-5

or leave the jar. The _top of the balloon is flat (not bull,*
in or out.) Therefore, the pressure of the moving .air particles
against the top of the balloon -is balanced by ,the pressure
of the moving air particles.inside thejar. This is diagrammed.
in Figure 3-5, witk.arrows representing forces. _Force I is"

equal to Force 2.'

If the particles insid6:the jar exerted mOre pressure on Ole

rubber covering than ,;the particles outside, the Coering
would bulge-upward (Figur'e. 3-'6).:In that case, Force 2 would
be greater than. Force 1.

Figure 3764

0310.. What would-lappen", tcr the:rubber c.6ering'fi1 the'
forces (pressure) -Outside were greater.. than the 'pressure in-
side? (Show your answer .by completing fhe drawing in Fig-

ure 3-7:in youl Record BookY

l

S
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The flexible rubber covering allows the vOlume of the air
inside the jar to change'. When the air pressure outside the
jar increaSes, the rubber balloon _bulges in. .When the air
pressure outside is lower than it is inside, the rubber.bulges
out, .

A

You can add 'some additional parts to _the Jar that will
make it possible to measure very small changes in the move-
ment of the rubber-cover. To do.sp, you wfll need the follow-
ing materials:

1 .plastic straw 1 ..itatkl.bitby-food jar
'1 tongtte depressor ..`...Plastic tape
4 rubber bands. Scissors or knik

_.;

ACTIVITY 3-4. Cut one end of the straw at an angle to make
.,

i
1

A

it pointed.
.

q SI"

1,-;

ar(>

;..

ACTIVITY 3-5. Gently place a one-inah strip of plastic tape
on the uncut end of the straW as shown.

1 in tape

ACTIVITY 3-6. Tape the uncut end of the §traw tb the center
of the balloon as shoWn. Run your finger nail along the tape
on each-`side of the straw so that iIs held .tightly to .the
balloon, both in the.center and at the edge of 'the jar.'

CHAPTER -3
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ACTIVITY 3-7. Attach a tongue depressor to the second jar
as shown.

ACTIVITY 3-8. Place the two jars side by side ok a level
support (such as a large book) so that the pointed straw is
In front of the tvngue depressor. Mark a short line on the
depressor at the point of the straw and label it 0 to show
the starting position.

With the tongue depressor's scale in place, your atnws-
.phcric pressure measurer.is cpmpletc. Let's see how it works.
Figure 3-8 -Should help you see this.

When the air pressure is equal inside and outside the jar,
the pointer rewains at zero (Figure 3-8a). When there is an
increase in AI pressure outside the jar, the cover is forced

'down. This moves the pointer up (Figure 3-8b).

Moro air particles,
increased pressure

Tonguo
depressol

Figure 3-8

Rubber
/ bands

ft

A

29



03-11. How will the pointer move if the air pressure outside
the jar is less than that inside the jar?

03-12. Give an operational dcOnition of atmospheric pres-

sure.

If you understand how your instrument worksou should
expect the pointer to move downd from Zao on .the scale if

the air pressure decreases. The pAnter should move up from

zero if the air pressure increases.
Hie measuring device you ve made is called a -barometer. 7,

It can be used to neastWe atmospheric pressure (air pres*
sure.) However, its use is somewhat limited.

ACTIVITY 3-9. Zero the pointer. Then hold your hands on the

sides of+the jar for several minutes without moving it. Note

what happens to the pointer's position.

t-

.30 .CHAPTEI9 3

03-13. Did the pointer m? If so, in which 'directiOn?'

03-14. Did putting your,bands. on the jar have the same
effect on the pointer as a change .in air pressiire?

.What kir* of ai?p sre change would prOduce the
same' result as your hands did?'(An increase, or a decrease;

in. pt'essure?)

"11



Puffing your Ii;ind on the balloon jai chanff the
pressine of the atmosplicie. But it did change.the piessme
o.1 the air inside the jai. I low can thk be? Well, you know
that your Inuids arc warm. I t- they watmed the jai, the ait
inside would become wainier, (00, Then, accoidiw2, to the
Volume I particle model, the air particles would move faster.
This increased motion would cause the paiticles to hit the
cover and walls harder. The flexible lubber on top of the
jar wmild then bulge out and the pointer would move down
(Figure 3-9).

Your barometer reacts to temperatme chanves :is well as
to pressure changes.

3 -1 6 . What effect do you predict decreasing the tempera-
ture inside the jar would have on the movement ol the
pointer 11-0111 a zeroed position?

PROBLEM BREAK 3-2

Find out how decreasing the teniperature of the air in the
jar affects the pointer position of the measurer. Activity 3-10
suggests One way to go about this.

ACTIVITY 3-10. Set the rubber-covered jar in a pan of water
at room temperature. Use a thermometer to measure the tem-
Orature of the water. Have the pointer adjusted so that it
points to 0 on your scale. By adding ice or cold water, you
can lower the temperature.

Pan Of water at
room t.,mperature

-

31
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ri 3 - 1 7 . U OW is.the pointer position affected "Niheii the tem-

perature of the jar's air is decreased?

The accuracy of your atmospherle pressure measurer de-

pends on the temperature of its sunoundings. This of course
limits its usefulness. It cannot be used effective to comparei(i,t,

air pressure at places where temperatures are ifferent.
However, it can be used to measure pressure changes if

positioned where the air temperature remains about the
same. Of course, the.measurer must be zeroed while at that

location.
You kin use your barometer to coll66t weilther-watch data.

Howevg; it-must first have a calibrated scale. This scale can

, be made by using a standard barometer. There is one in your
classroom. It probably looks like the barometer shown in
Figure 3-10.

,Flgure 3-10

32 CHAPTER 3

...The scale on your room barometer is. probably marked
in. units. 'of lengthAke Inches or millimeters (Figure 3-10).

Let us see why .'pressure is measured in inches, or perhaps

Scientists have compared air pressure with the pLessure
'exerted by liquids. They have found the following rela-
tionship:

4.4.1

,



t'Llat'attlEI.P-7731:171 -±Za I.:
( i the 'Tans

ckilurr..-n of -walcr 0A-11:11-11tne -s.ame carneT as "ine i C±..nr,n)
and as (b) a 29,9-inch column of the liquid mercury (also
with the same diameter).

Figure '3-11 illustrates this finding.

I I

I

Limit of the
atmbsphere- Air

About \
50 miles \ Water

34 fool

Figure 3-11

29.9 inches

/Mercury

EARTH

This relationship means that air pressure can be compared
with the pressure -exerte,d by a 'column .of liquid such as
mercury or wa-tr. Normal air-pressure at sea level is equal
to the piissure elerted bY 39.9 inches of mercury.'
.3

03-18. Use the room barometer to determine the air pres-
sure where you are.

03-19. Would you expect .the barometeriJeading on .a
mountain top to be different from that at sea. level? Explain
your_ answer. -

f

\

\
.1...._ _...--,

r

' 2-1--
..e."

A bit môreinformation on liquid columns aild air pressure
can be .found in Excursion 3-2. :Have a look if you're inter-
ested..It will help.you underStand how your -classroom ba-
rometer works, too.

.1KvA:

cf:4"-t
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As you continue keeping your weather watch, use the room
barometer: To.get pressure measures, also do Problem Break
3-3 to get a scale for your own jar barometer.

PROBLEM BREAK 3-3

Ask your teacher where you should set up your jar barom-

eter.
Then zero it in that location. Use the room bardrneter to

get the atmospheric pressure in inches.
_

ACTIVITY 3-11. Alongside the zero mark, write the pressUre

you got from the room barometer.

1111110.ft4114. :1144;:ha'.1%. .:Iii.4 .446.c,6

4111 .tt:;....,,>.:..4...',.1:4-,;, ' '..Lli .,!.;.. ,.;..., 11::',,a,4...s;,::: ,.

t411111.61111.11:11.11 .44 4,.1, $41.&". I C ft 4,0. 10-4

.

Each day, you can add neW marks and numbers to the
scale; that is, if the atmospheric pressure really does change

in your room!

SUMMING.UP

This.chapter has taken you beyond the. facts -that warmer

air rises and coolefairfalls. You have learned the. following:

1. .As air rises from the earth's-surface, the air .gets cooler..

. 2: Air has weight .and exerts pressure.
3. The number of air particles decreases with increasing

'34 CHApTER 3 altitude.
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...I. As an iiseN, the pressuic O! it hom the ah Anove dc-

ci

ip 5. Atr essul c;in a,nd does vat y On tile c.11 sui face.

These iicts xviII he vciy tant to-youi tui the!. study
of- an And weather.

Before going on, do Self,-Evaluation 3 in your Recoffi Book_

CHAPTER 3 35
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Making Visible
the Invisible
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,Chapter

les no secjet 'to most, people that clouds are made of waler.
's We've all seen water falling from the sky. And almost every
H... time this happens, thpre are clouds up there. Mose-folks. also

. know that the water in clouds evaporated from the earth's
, 'surface. Sunlight op lakes, ponds, fiiverS,-and oceans.changes

(45,,t:'c.- ' liquid water .to Water,vapor.- Trees' :and other plants release
some of the.moistuKe in their leaves to the -air, too._

What most people don't know is why the clouds form,
.and why they usually forin so far above .the\earth's surfaCe.

Perhaps you knowthe ansWers, or think yctu do. Whether
40,1 p,1,

1...;z:you do or not,,you should test your ideas with. the activities
..

this chapterrand the next.,' .

'First, you need to investigate the effect of temperature on
am amount of water vapor in air..-YOu .and a partner Will

if,'need the following equipment: .

4.40 sniiall baby-food jar of crushed ice . 77

' 4. f7',:i.. r 'large babizfOod jar half full of water at room tempera- ,.
.

o .ture--"..
. ....... .

, ,. .. . .
, .

.

*1 therinometer '..... '-,.''., . '. .. ;.
.

-,... . .

.A.I'A-4if,,Aluminum can (or clear plastic cup)
-.

,0ip?,-,.0,4),,,\-
Ik3' `n,'?e-,T% .1.-- ,-,.

o Li

dr

0,
d 7

f4AR. . k.s,

I.
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ACTIVITY 4-1. Adci ice and water to the can until it is -2s full,
Observe what happerrs on the outside of the container.

4 m
Ice

1....

\......z......w.2.3,

'Baby-food
Jar

Water

041: "IN/lila did you. observe ,happening 2n the outside of
the container after you.added the ice anrwater?

E4-2. Explain your observation in question 4-1.

4-3. Have you seen this sort of thing happen in other
siyAions?.If so, describe them.

You should have found that a film of way- formed on
the-outside of the can.

04-4. Where did the- water droplets that fo ied on the
outside,of thecontainer Come from?

The ice water lowered the temperature of the container.

c.
-.This 'Caused a film of water to form on ifs outside.. But is
:there a:certain temperature At which the moisture first 'aptJ

..pears? Try to figd out by using the equipment you already
Alave. 'Before you begin, empty the container. Dry it, and.
allow if to return to 'room temperature.

..Water at room
'temperature

.. ACTIVITY 4-2. When, the container has returned to room tem-
2 t

perature, lull of Water at room temperature. Place the

.thermometer In the water. RedOrd the thermOineter reading

_ Table.4-1 in your. Record Book.

..,., .

.

. , 38
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When it is at room, temperature?
..,.,.
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04-5. Does rnoistufe appear on the outside of the container
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AdTIVITY 4-3. Add crushed ice to the water In the can, a little
at a time. After esch addition, stir tfie water with the thermem-
eter. At the moment the waterAim first appears on the con-

's tainer, read the temperature. .

Add crushed
Ice slowly.

Note: Do not breathe on the.'ean while you are observing the
thernlometer.

Keep adding small amounts of ice until forms.

FIEleord that temperature in Table 4-1 for Tr! 1.

Repeat the activity to get readings for a second and third
trial. Record the data. Be sure your water is at room temper-

..ature when you begin each trial. if you have ice left over,
return it ;to your teacher, or give it to other students who

'.. need it./
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[14-6. What was the average temperature at which the film
of water formed?

By now pet-haps you've figured Out that the water which
appeared on the can came front the air in your classroom.
Water.vapor is an invisible gas just like the air. h became
visible only whcrn it c011ected on the surface -of the cold
container. This changing of the gaseous water toNligind water

is called condensation. Tiny water droplets form when the
air temperature is lowered to some rg definite point (called
the dew point). At that temperatutlw air Can no longer

hold all its moisture. The invisible wa'ter vapor from the air
theiv becomes visible as tiny droplets form. The droplets
forMed on the container because it wasmuch colder than
its:surroundings. 'The air near it was eokkr than the rest of
Hie air in the room.

04-7. Suppose the temperature of the container had been
-below freezing. What .would you expect to 'happen to the
water in the gaseous form, warm air or cold air?

You can check your answer to this last question by putting
a smail dry can in the freezing compartment of your .fionie

refrigerator.

E14-8. According-to your investigation, which will hold mhre
water in the gaseous form, warm air or cold air?

ObViously, clouds iiren't invisible. You can see them. This

means to make a cloud, you-must make invisible water visible.
YOU have just seen .one way to make the invisiple visible--
lower the temperature of the air. You saw water droplets form
on the cold surface of the cup.
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Befoie you investigate anodici way to make watei.vapoi vis,
INC, Von should ic:11 11 a hit More ahOut wa (CI varoi .

YOU haVe iCartied that tiler(' is a hunt 10 the amoniii of

water vapor that air can hold. "I his limit depends upon the
temperatuie of the an-. \Vann au can hold mole \, atei \ apoi
than cold air Can 'hold. Yon saw what happens when w;il in
illOkt air is cooled. At a certain tempeiatme (the dew point).
the coolinp, air contains all the moistme it is ;INC to hold
at that temperature. I i it is cooled below the dew point, sonic
yap( r must condense as wa.ter droplets.

IV eteorologists (weathcr forecasterS) measure the amount ol
water vapor present in air. ')iey call this measure the relatwe
hwnulitr. The measure is actuallya comparison. I t COMpat Cs
the amount of water vapor in air at some temperature with
the greatest amount that 1.-ould he in the air at that sante
ICin'perature.

Relative humidity is defined by this formula: c

Relative humidity

Amount or waTer vapor in air at coltam temp.
Great6t amount of water vapor posible in air at that temp.

X 100(?4,

Suppose the relative humidity of air is 75. This means
that the air contains 75% of the water vapor that it is possible
for it to contain at that tempf:rature.

For example, suppose 1,000 millilitc.rs of air at 20" C could
contain 20 milligrams of water vapor. The relative humidity
is 75% if the air actually contains 75% of 20 milligrams (that
is, 15 milligrams) of water in each 1,000 milliliters.

The figures in that example are given below to show how
the formula is used:

Relative humidity
IS milligrams
20 milligrams

X 100% = .75 X 100% = 75%

04-9. 'What does it mean to say "the relative hun'iidity is

50%"?

D4-10. Suppose 1,000 '1111 of air contains 10 mg of water
vapor: At this temperature, the same volume of air could

_..contain'50 mg of water. What is the relative humidity of Ae

111

fl
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BO`O THE HUMIDITY
MUST BE 99%

NOW! ,THE
1HUIvIIDITY IS

AT,LEAST 10%

Humidity

In view of the importance hi' the water vapor content of
the air (humidify), it.would be well to include me8urements
of this quantity in your weather-watch chart.,To do this, you
must learn how to get the data yoq will need.

You will use a sling psychrometer. Activity 4-4 shows what
it is and tells you how it is -used.

ACTIVITY 4-4. Wet the wick with room-temperature water.-
Swing the psychrometer around for 15, seconds. Be careful
not to hit anything. Note the temperatures of the dry bulb
and the wet bulb. Whirl it for another. 15 seconds. Note the
temperatures again. When the wet-bulb temperature reaches
its lowest value, record both the wet- and dry-bulb tempera-
tu res.

cr-

4
Wet bulb

DWbulb

Y'D
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n 4 - 1 . Record the two -temperatures from
wet-bulb and dry-bulb.

04-12. \Vhat is thedifference in degrees between the wet-bulb
and dry-bulb?

4ActIvity 4 4:

d m m
Tie4-2. F.irst, find th'e dry-bulb te:mperature you meas-

o eterine the relative huidity, you will need to use

ured.* is in the first column of the table.)-T,hat locates therow whes-you.
Move your finger across to the right, until you come tothe column that.has the value you found (difference between

wet- and dry-bulb temperatures). The figure in the box is
the relative humidity (expressed in percent). (See Figure 4-1for a sample of this procedure)

40

-

Figure 4-1
I.

-Wet bulb . Dry bulb
28° C 32° C

Difference 4 °, C

Dry-
Bulb
Temp,
(°C)

Difference between Wet- and Dry;Bulla Temp.':.pii . 2 (?C)
\'''

10 " 1
40

50 '7"
30 93

,
86 79 . T3 §7 61 55 150

31, 93 86 , 80,. 73 67 g 61

-
56 Jr...

-
51

8 62 -57 . 51
32- ... 66 O

33
.. 93., . 7. 86 . 74 68 63 57 52

.34. 93 87
.

81 75 69 63
,

58 53

Relative humidity -..-:_- 74%
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Table 4-2

'. Dy-
.e; Bulb

Temp.
i (°C)

Relative Humidity ((X.)

° 2" ' , ' 5'

Difference

121107°

Between

8"

Wet- and D y-Hulb lenip. C(-)

90 10" II" 12" 13" IV 15° 16" 1 ' 18° 19° 20°

--10 67

8 pi 43 MN 1111
7 pj 48 20

-6 74 49 25

-5 76 52 29 1111111111
42

11
"13 fa N 17 11111M NI 11116570

-1 81 62 43 12111111 IIIIIIII
- s, 0 gili 64 46 III

21 mEg
aM

49

11
33 17

la
SIES11111 I 1

3 70 40 . P Mali
85 71 57 43 29 16II4 II- 5 86 Rd 58 la;`311- 20 IN .415 al

6 86 El 60 35 1111 II
11117 87 74 62 50 38 26 15 M11111111 I`'

.1--)5 31111
11

I I SI
98 8878 42 3.2(2) 2(29 101811

10 88 unpi 55 44 34 24 6 IIII gi
II 89 RD 67 56 46 36 egi 9 111.
12

. 13

89

89

IR
79

68

69
58

59

gal
50

39
41

Li
32 MN12 NEE. I14 90 79 70 60 51 42 34 iggim 19 MIEN IIIIIIII

15 90 80 71 61 Him 36 iiii 20 13 aglell
I17 121Eliill 72 6643'11 47 4308

.3320

. .

1253 1185 181. ar .

18 lall 73 65 49 ei I 34 20 14 7

19 - 91 82 74 65 50 43 36 29 22 16 10 Mil
20 91 83 74 66

E
51 44. 37 31 18. 12 Re

21 91 83 75 67 60 53 46 39 32 20 14

22 92 83 76 68 61 54 47. 40 34 22 17 6

23 92 84 76 69 62 55 48 42 36 24 19 g..

24 92 84 77 69 ,p2 56 49 413 37 26 24) 15 .10 5

25 92 84 77 70 63 57 50 44 39 28 22 17 12 8

26 92 85 78 64 51 46 40 34 24. 19 14 10 5

27 92 85 78 65 52 47 41 36 26 21 16 12 7

28 93 85 78 65 53 48 42 37 27 22 18 13 .19 .

29 93 86 79 66 54 49 43 38 28 24 19 15 I I

30 93 86 79 67 55 50 44 39 30 25 2.1 17 13

c. 31 93 86 80 67j 51 45 40 36 27 22 18 14 11

'; 32. ON 86 80 -68 51 46 41 37 28 24 20 16 12 .

V 93 .87 80 68 ..52 47 42 38 29 25 21 17 14

34 93 87 81 75 69 63 58 53 ;48 43 am 30 .28 ., 23 19 15 8

35 94 87 8 1 EN 69 64 Ell 54 49 44 40 36 32 28 24 20 17 13 10 7 ..
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04-13. Write an operational definition of relative huinidity.
(I IOW do you detect and measure it?)

114-14. What. is wday's relative 'humidity?

Back to the dew point

Dew point was defined earlier as the temperature at which
air could no longer hold its moisture. At that temperature,
water vapor from the air collects on a smtacc ,as it hquid
(dew) OF solid (frost). Remember that warm air can hold
more moisture than cold .air. can, Dew point can be deter-
mined from a chart similar to the one you used for relative
humidity (see Table 4-3).

. Refer to- the relative-humidity chart (Table 472) and the
dew-point chart (Table 4-3) as you answer questions 4-15 and
4- l().

04-15. What would the relative humidity be \vhen the wet-
and dry-bulb temperatures arc the same? -

[14-16. What would the dew-point teMperature be \vhen the
wet- and dry-bidb temperatures are the same'? .

[14-17..Give an operational definition or dew point.

You may wonder why you h'avc to swing the psychrometer
to measure humidity and dew point. If so, you should ttirn
to Excursion 4-1, "The ShTvering Thermometer."

Up until now, yon have not been able to fill in the dew-
point or the relative-humidity reading's in your weather-
watch:chart. From now on;-- record daily readings of the
relative humidity and the deW

You started this chapter trying to explain why clouds form
as they do. You've learned that cooling air can cause- the
water vapor it contains to condense. However, yOrt. haven't

...xreally seen any clouds form...during your activities."The only
condensing you.have seen has taken place on-a solid surface.

,This suggests that water vapor must have some kind 'of
salfacc on which to.-..form liquid droplcts.-FlOw then

. . czWelouds fprm? Are there such surfaces high in the air?
`.\

tikY

*Xei §1 r,e1 I
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-7-Tabu) 4-3

_

Dry-
13ulb:'.Fent p

("C)

Dcw-Potnt Tempel Ature (°C)
,

. Dilkience Between Wet- Ansi Dry-liulb Temp. (0(5).
.

I" 2" 3" 4" 5" 6" 7" 4" 9" 10" 110 12" 13° 14" 15' 16" 17" 18° 19" 20'
-20. -23 -31 .

-15 -18 -23 -31 .
-10 -12 -14 -17 -23 -
-9 - 1 1 -13. -17 -21
-8 -10 -12 -15. -I% -
-7 -9 -11 -13 -17 ---;'20

-6 -8 -10 -12 -IS -20 -

.-2.-7 --.8 ...12 -15- 19 -:2-4 :=--2,6 .

4
.

5 7 8 11 14 17 12 25 -

-3 -4 -6 -,7 -9 12 - 15 -20 -23,k,
-2 -.3 -4 -6 -8 -11 -13 -17 -21 .

-1 -2 -4 -5 -7 -.9 -12 -16 -1-8
0 -1 -.3 4 6 7 10 13 17 20

1 1 - 1 -2 -4 -4.6 -8 -- II -14 -19 - 24
2 1 -1 :-2. -3 -5 -7 -9 -- 12 - 16 -21 .

3 2 1 -1 -2 -4 -6 -7 - 9 - 13 - 18
t

4 a 2 1 -1 -3 -4, -6 -8 -11 - 14 19 -26 .

5 4 3 I 0 -2 -3 -5 -7 -9 -12 - 16 -20
6 5 4 2 1 -1 -2 -3 -6 -8 -9 -12 - 16

'7 6 ..$ 3 2 .1 -1 -2 -4 -6 -8 -II -14 -20 -26
8 7 6 4 3 2 1 -1 -3 -5 -7 -9 - 11 - 16 - 19
9 8 7 6 4 3 2 0 -2 -3, - -7 -9 - 13 - 16

10 9 8 7 (.; 4 3 1 0 -2 -3 -6 -8 - 11 - 13 - 19 -25
II 10 9 8 ") 6 4 3 2 0-2 -4 -6 --S - 10 - 14 -19 .
12 12 11 10 9 7 6 4 3 2 1 -1 ----.- 3 -5 7 10 13 19 .24

.13 12 12 11 9 8 7 6 4 3 2 0 -- 2 -3 -5 -7 - H =16 -2 1
14 13 13 12 II 9 8 7 6 4 3 1 - 1 -2 -3 -6 --8 -13 - 17
15 14 14 13 12 II 9 8 7 6 4 3 2 '0 - 2 -4 -6 -9 -12 - 17 -22
16 15 14 13 13 12 I I 9 '8 7 6 4 .3 1 - 1 -) -4, -7 -9 -14 -18
17 16 16 14 14 13 12,.. I I 9 8 , 7 6 4 2 I - 1 -3 -5 -7 -111 -13
1$ 17 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 9 8 7 -6 4 3 1 -1 -3 -4 -7 -10
19 18 17 16

17

16.

17

14

16

)4
15

13

14

12

13

1 1

12

9

11

8

9,

7

8

. .5

7

4

5

2

3

1

2

-1
-0

-3
'-1

-6
-3

-8
-620 . 19 18

21 21 19 18 18 17 16 15 1.4 13" 12 I 1 9 8 7 5 4 2 .- 1 -2 -3
22 21 20 19 18 18 17 16f.. 15. 14 13 12 11 9 8 7 6 0 -3

023 22 21 21 19 19 18 17 16 ''.15 14 13 12 11 .1 0 8, 7 5 4. 2

24 23 22 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 .15 14. 13 12 I I -10 8 6 6 '4 2

25 24 23 22 21 21 20 19 IS 17 16 15 14 13 13 11 9 7 5 -3
26 25 24 23 22 '22 21 20 19 18 ' 17 16 15 14 13 12 n . 9 -8 6 4

27 25 '24 23 23 22 21 20 .19 18 17, L 17 IS 14 .13 12 11 10 7 5

28

.26

27 26 26 25 24 23 2-2 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 IS -14 13 12 10 8

-. 29' 29 28 27 27. 26 25. 24 23 22 '22 21 20 19 11, 17 16 IS 14 12 '11

30 29 28 .28 , 27 26 25 .24 24 23 .22 22 . 21 20 1.9 '18 17 16 15 13 12

i 31. 31 29 29 28 27 .27 26 25 24 23 22 22 21 20 19 18. 17 16 14 13
32 32 31 30 29 28 28 27 26 25 24 23 23 22 21 . 2(-' 19 18. 17 16 15

j.'. 33 32 32 31 30 29 :18 27 27 26 26 24 24 23 . 22 2 I 20 19 18. 17 -. 16

. 34 s'33. 33 '32 .31 .30 29 29 28 17 27 26 25 24 .23 22 22 20 19 1.8 17

35 34 34 33 32 3 I 30 30 29 28 28 27 ,'. 26 25 24 -23 22 21 21 .20 19
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Almost all air contains some solid particles. Dust, salt
crystals, and smoke particles are commonly found in air.
These solid particles provide the surfaces nceded for droplet
formation. Such particles are found at most altitudes, but
more of them are found near the earth's surface.
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[1214-1 8 It more solid particles are Ibund near the surface
of the earth, why do most clouds form at higher altitudes?

You've seen that decreasing temperature can produce con.i
densation of invisible water vapor.

c

cp4_19. Suppose the air being cooled also contained fine
solid particles such a( tvhose in smoke. What do,you predict
would happen?

theck your prediction by doing the-following -ex periment.
You will need these materials:

2 large ba`by-food jars (labeled "I" and "2")
I plastic sandwich bag\
2 ice cubes
Hot and cotd water

*\2\
ACTIVITY 4-5. Put'about 50 rof cold water into Jar 1. Then
place a plastic bag containin6 two ice _cubes on top of the
jar. Observe for about one minute. (Hold the ends of the bag
with your hands.)

Baby-food
jar _

rg
cold ter

Jr.r

,. e.
. ..

. .

. 48 CHAPTER 4

Plastic bag
with ice cubes

ACTIVITY 4-6. Repeat Activity 4-5, using hot water in Jar. 2.
r,

.- -7 _t - ,I;11;f6Att.%1-:,

50.rnl
hot water

,-
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ACTIVITY 4-7. Remove the bag from'Jar 2. Light a match. Let
it burn for two or three seconds. Drop the match into the jar.

. ACTIVITY 4-8. Now place the bag of Ice cubes on top of the
jar again. Observe for_ one minute.

Summarize your results in Table 4-4 in your Record Book.
Table 474

cxc" '`r."
.tr e'

Observations

k'N''

. [14720. Did:the presente of smoke partieles have an effect
on the.amount of Mist that formed in the jar?

The
r

experiment you did showed you one way to form a )At

ClOud. All ybu have to do is cool wet air that contains solid"
particles. You kiiow that the atmosphere contains both water
.vapor and solid particles.

.

.

04-21. What happens to the'temperature of air as the air
rises 10 .higher altitudes?

Before going on, do Self-Evaluation '4 in your Record Book.

444- -101'.0wvFst,.
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More Reasons for Clou& Chapter 5

As warm air rises over a warm area, it gradually cools. Ii
this cooling effect continuej, the temperature of. the air will
reach the dew point. Water vapor can then condense to form
clouds if enough solid particles are present.

Temperature decrease with increasing altitude is charac-
teristic .of air as it rises.

05-1. What other'change occurs in air as it rises?

What effects, irany,.does the pressure have on cloud for-
mation.? To find out:you will need to construct your own
pressure chamber. You and a partner will 'need the following:

1 250-ml ErlentneyerAlask
:1 1-hole #6 rubber stopper- ".

short piece of rigid plastic..tube (5-6 cm)
short- piece of rubber .ttthing (3-4 cm)
large 'air =piston

Water
atches-

" a

ites'S"'

nct rr. '44a1A,V4-0
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ACTIVITY 5-1. Prepare the rubber stopper and air piston as
shown.

Rqbbor
tubin6

ACTIVITY 5-2. Complete the assembly as shown. The plastic
tube must fit snugly into the rubber tubing. If necetssary, add
a few wraps of tape to increase the diameter of the plastic
tube.

05-2. Does the air, in Ihe flask contain water vapor? .

':.C1-1ApTER

5-3. What is today's huthidity?

. Think or your flask of air as the rising cube discusseci_in.
Chapter 3. As it ascends, tpe.pressure on the air decreases.
To see-what effect this has, you can use the.air piston and
-stopper.

(-;

:1rI
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ACTIVITY 5-3. Push the plunger of the air piston all the way
in. Then Insert the stopper tightly into the flask. Support the /

-flask so that it doesn't tip over.

To reduce the pressure within e hask,..you need -only to
remove some of the air. You cai do this by pulling ont the
air piston plunger. .

ACTIVITY 5-4. Place the flask on a dark background such as
a sheet of black constryction paper. While your partner holds
the flask securelY on the table, quickly lift the plunger to reduce
the pressure. Try not to pull it all the way out of the cylinder.
Observe the flask carefully as you decrease the pressure.

L1574. Describe any changes., you observed within the flask .

.as the pressure was reduced..

you may wazit 'to repeat Activity 5-4 a few times tO check
....._..,your observatkins.

,

cc
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ACTIVITY 5-5. Acid a vely small amount of smoke to the air
in the flask. You can do this by just blowing some of the

-A4 smoke int6 the flask. The smoke should not by visible in the

_1
Figure 5-1-

-

Repeat Activity 5-11 wit h die containin'ated

P

ri 5-5. Describe any changes within the Ilask as the pressure

is reduced.

fj5-6. What happens when you'inerease the picssure arain
by pushing the plunger back in?

05-7: What clised would decreaing air pressure be hkely
to have on cloud formation above the earths s u rra cc?
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The clouds you observed in the baby-food jai nd in the
flask probably...were zery faint. They may have Iked only
like a mist or fog. But then that is exaMy what a cloud is.
lf you've ever been, in one, you know it to be a misty experi-
ence.

PROBLEM BREAK 511,

You've, seen faint mists form both when temperature is
->hanged -and -when pressure-is-changed. 1-1 oW-would cloud

formation be- affected if both these factors were changed/ .
toobether? Would the eloucrmist be thicker? Join forces with'
another team and desigi a plan to answer these-questions-.
Then get your teacher's, a proval. There is a space for your
work n your Record Book.

Let's pause fOr a moment and review W lit you have.b\een
doing in this unit up to this poMtY.ot have been putting

I
together many observations 'of how air behaves. -

So far you've learned these-things:

1. The atmosphere is heated differently depending on the
nature of the 'surface of the earth;Generally, dry land-
masses produce more,heating of the air than do 'surface
waters (Figure

Warmer air

S.

,Figure 5-2 CHAPTER 5- 55
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Warm air rises, or to say it another way, cold air seWes
toward the earth's surface.

.3,1 A.s air rises from the earth's surfixce, the air'g tempera-
ture decreases and so d9es the pressure on it.

,

temperature decreases .prespure decreases

)14
VI

,4. Decreasing either- pressure or temperature; or both,
causes invisible wtter yap& to contlense into liquid
droplets around ,tiny solid particles of dust, sMoke, and
salt. These water droplets accumulate and become visi-
ble as mists and clouds.

Bow high in the atmosphere does all this happen? If youv r

1'4 P
,

are interested in finding out, see Excursion "How High
), Are the Clouds?"

As you know, scientists arin't satisfied with Observations
rgone. They want to explain their ob'servati9us and how they

relate to:each other. Thus, they invent ideaS to account for
.what they see. These invented ideas are called menial models.
You ,have been using a cdmmon Mental model to explain
soMe of your observations of the behavior of air: The model,
you've used is the particle-model:for matter.

'The Particle'. model assumes _that air ari,d water ,.and aft
matter are corfipOsed Of tiny .invisible particles. This model
can, be.used to explain Why wai-m air 'rises. And,it camexplain
why air pressure decreases with increasing altitud6. But can
you Oie what ya knoW to explain day's ,weather in'
Florida? See if yOu 'can.

Examine carefully the ,cloud patterns ach of The satel-
lite photOgraphs of the state of Florida (Figures, 5-4 .and 5-5).
'Compare the cloud patterns you see with the map of norida
that is:provided with each figure.

,
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n5-8. Would you have predicted that most of the clouds
shown in Figures 5-4 and 5-5 would be over the land instead
of ,the water? Why?--

Question 5-8 isn't easy. But perhaps yoti are closer to a
reasonable answer than you thinl. Try thc next two ques-
tions.

-'------4 05-9.---Where-wouhl -you -expect air to be warmer in the
daytime, over land or over water? (Hint: Recall your investi-
gation in Chapter 1, beginning with Activity 1-8.)

,
05-10. Where would.you expect the greater uplift of air to
occur in, the daytime, over land or over water?

For clouds to form, air containing water vapor must be
uplifted. It is reasonable to assume that the air over water
contains.more water vapor than the air over dry land con-
tains (Figure 5-6).

Figure 5-6

; But the air over dry land is being warmed faster and
therefore, rises. -According to what you have learned about-

. air, you should expect 'clouds to form over land if the land
k

,tur, contains enough water vapor. And according to _Figures
.5-4 and 5-5, it does contain'enough water vapor. Almost all
the clouds are Over land. Another investigation mayhelp you
explain how (he land air gets some of its moisture.

.10

,r )

Evaporatign

.CHAPTE'R 5 59
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60 CHAPTER 5

tf!
You will need the following:

1 Observation box (from Chzipter I)
1 short candle (4-5 cm)
Heavy.cotton string, .12-cm length
1 plastic straw
Sharp knife or scissors

ACTIVITY 5-6. Cut a small hole (about 4 cm in kilometer) in
the top of the observation box as shown.

t
ACTIVITY 5-7. Light the candle and place it directly under
the hole in the box. The tip of the flame shou.ld be at least
10 cm below the hole..

4

it--earePra ".";.:441
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AC.TIVITY 5-8. Double the string and insert it in the plastic
straw as shown: Light the string. It should glow but not be
flaming. Insert ttie straw into the box. Observe the behavior
of the smoke In the box.

fD5-11. Describe what happens to the smoke from the string
as the hot air above the candle rises.

Milk of the candle as representing the hot land in the
daytime. The land (candle) is heating the above it. Let
the smoke from the string represent the invisible moist air
over a cooler area 'nearby. (This might be a body of water,
such as a large lake or an ocean.)

05-12. Describe how you think cool moist air will behave
as it comes in contact with an area where warm air is rising.

Up until this last activity, you have concentrated only on
-Air moving up and down. In this activity, you saw that hori-
zontal (sideways) movement also oceurs. This horizontal
moveMent is tailed wind. It is a very important feature in
all weather..

.The particle model for matter can be used to explain the
sideways movement of air that you observed. Recall .0,Vo
things this model Says:

I, When air is heated, its particles spread out.
2. A volume of warm air has less mass than the same

'volume of cobi:air.

These two ideas explain why die air moved as it did in
the observation box. As the temperature of the air above the.
candle increased, its particles spread 'out. Thus; it became
lighter, so to sr** than th& cool air in the boX. The cool
air, now the heavier air, imshed the lighter air up. and took

,\its place.

ykyLar. sok
v

05-13. What would happen to the cool air afte,r it replaced
\the warm air?

g.

Figure 5-7 illustrates the air-flow patterns you should ex-
pect when warm and,cool areas are side by side. .CHAPTEiR 5 61
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Flguro 5-7

a.

Alr flow

4.0

4.

Suppose the cool area is adding moisture to the air, as .

in Figure 5-7. If so, the moisture will be lifted as the air
moves over the land.

05-14. Will the increased moisture content improve chances..
for cloud formation?

PROBLEM BREAK 5-2

If you live near the ocean,tii: a very large lake, you itiay
hove noticed some peculiar things about wind. Wind direc-
tion often seems to be related to the time of day. During

.warm, daylight hours, the wind blows from one direction.
Then, during cool, night hours, it blows from the opposite
direCtion.

In Figure 5-8 of your Record Book, indicate ,pie wind
direction you predict for the two times of day shOwn.

Figur* 54.
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05-15. Use what you know about air to explain your deci-
sion about wind direction.

.The fact that air moves horizontally is no surprise to you.
You feel that Motion frequently. You also see it in the motion
of other objects.. Even those things you've been trying to
account forthe cloudsare affected by wind. Moving air
carries them across the sky.

If you are interested in how fast clouds move, see Excur-
sion 5-2, "Building a Nephoscope."

Light and heat are the energy sources for all weather on
the earth. You've seen how they drive air up, down, and
sideways. You know that without heat little water vapor
could be added to air, and without moisture tilere would be
no clouds.

. .

In the next chapters you will investigate other effects of
air movement. And, as a result, you'll learn more about
predicting and explaining weather changes. You may even
find an explanation for rain.

Before going on,'do Self-Evaluation 5 in your Record Book.

< e **-24 r I-,i A JR.
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Other Cloud FOrmers Chapter 6

An unmanned weather satellite orbiting far above the earth
took the photograph shown in Figure 6-1. The picture shows
the pattern of clouds over about half the earth's surface. It
was taken on May 8, 1967. ,, Figure 6-1
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Figure 6-2 will help you identify where the en_ls in
Figure 6-1 are located.

San Francisco_

Peru

0 610

I'
. ,

:
,

As you looked at Figures 6-1 and 6-2, You may have re-
alized that explainiag such a widespread cloud cover is very
complicated.Several features (like the cloud spiral over the
ribi'the'rn -Pacific Ocean)ican't be explained With.the simple
heated-air model you'vie been thinking about. Obviously,
clouds don't just form over 'land areas either, yolican.see
.t.hat much of th,e Pacific Ocean is `Shown covered by clduds.

A.
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Factors other than air-temperature differences above
different earth surfaces must be involved in forming clouds.
Something else must be pushinig the air upward at those
places where heavy clouds are forming over water. What is
this force?

Take a closer look at the spiral area of cloud formation
in the upper left-hand-part of Figure 6-1: -Figure 6-3 shows
an enlarged drawingof this feature. Examine the general
shape of the cloud pattern. Notice partictilarly the two "legs"
that project from the central core of the pattexn.
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)n Figure 6-4,-symbo1s and numberS have been added .to

the diagram Of the cloud spiral...Each symbol cluster contains
yalues.for temperature, baroMetric pressure, wiiid speed, and --

'-c.wind direCtion.

Fig.ute 64
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Figiire 6-4
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The code Symbols in Figure 6-4 are used to squeeze the
maximum,mount of information into the minimum a.mount

-c)f space. r

14.t.: , !,.!"r5r441,10.ky:



Figure 6-5 AWNS the meaning of th6e, symbols.

Wind speed

/ A

/

;s Wind speed (8-12 mph)

8 to 12

. 13 to 18

19 to 24

Wind direction.(is down the
."--,,,stern toward tho circle.)

P9 )
Temperature (°C) Barometric

r.

1,5

pressure

1

Notice that the border of Figure 6-4 is labeled, like the
border of a city map. This Makes it possible to locate areas
on the drawing 'easily. For example, the location of the sym-
bol at dip very.top of the figure might be described .as M7.

03-1. Using the, border symbols and a straightedge, describe
thefollowing locations by leuer and number.

Highest barotretric pressui-e
Ilighest 1.vind velocity
.Lowest barometric pressure
Highest teMperattn:e
Lowestoemperature

Fpcamine the clusters Of measurements ih Figure 6-4 care-
fully. Try to find a ',relationship between the numbers in these
and the'pattern of cloud formation.. Look particularly for
larrdifferences in temperature and pressure wifhin a small
area and the effect of these differpces in ferms of cloud
formation.

6" 6
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1.36-i. Describe ,any relationships you tlnnk you lind he--\ . tween die patteVn of cloud ,for4nation shown in 1: igt1IC 6-4

)
.

and the theastfremenN, of temperature, pressure, wind speed,
and wind direction.

1. 1 --* Now let's find , out if you'\,e discovk)-ed any important- - r. ' 7. . reloionships betwcei -the cloud patterns and the symbols., . if.,-.
- Ituif yotiP, linger aloi 0 ,thse `leg" of jlou& extending down

'1 ?i-orn the ceutral core of-the spiral. Notice the temperature
..,,i

,r_eac in* n the two4des of tpe, leg..-- .

,

'D.OnfoRGETy611 A.4 6-3. .)n.which si6* of the lei!, ,(chst or West) iie the' tem--. -,. .
.

WEATHER WIMP !,.. ,.
eratures lower?' CoMpare any ulferences in .t,e4upera(urc.
rg The tower teg-with those in )ther N.irts of the driwing.,

, ., - ,

r+

V

,,- S

\-4 \r

' ,,af''' ;:ii::. W.,TI c the tenTerature dill'erenceson the two sides of,

,.41

r

one extendin. to)yard the east (rip,ht) from
ntral core of ihe_spi

r . A

- L\ 16-4. On. w Ma 's 0 (north 01' south) of thisleg tire the,W
..-
:ternperatures 10Wer?:\

4.4:- -- . .

n6-5.. I 1 o w a 9 :117,t't 't c 111 perature differences on the two sides
4

of the leos um-Ng*, with 'telfiperature chiVerences round else-.b. .-01-,- 4here in thc,:'fi,gctre-
.

1v -, - i ..
A

The: two legs of the cloud:spiral [ic yrarezfs in which col,d
5j1;i in contactwith wqrmer :air. "In b eases the warm air;lies to the east of the e-ord zti.1=;fin '.th-eaher, it li6s to the

) scuth These ,lemper;iture d'ilrerence$1.1W i lvtOist'. ..- air ks appirently htled, in SOifle ,v,,,,13(. tp form -.clouds 'Moog
these two lines of%ratlfCr sharp temperature aference.

1\haw exam s the een,tral C Q1' c 9l the eloild spihi)' for amorqenc The presenei 6f heavy cloud.. suggests That air is. bein`g liNd in this'area, too. :BUJ tbe-tCmperature diliereres
'at this' point.,are'n(4;so sharp as those along the legs of ,the
spira Some othca clo id-folming laetol quust be:at work in
tile' core.

..T
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6-.6 Besides' rcitiperature clifferences, what otheraetor, ,
produces cloud formation? . ,- ..
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If you,,have been Reepnig your daily weather watch, you've
learned by now that air pressure varieS. 1,,t is slightly different
from day- to day even at the sapie spoj on the earth: in
keeping track of pressure change:i, weathin. scientists (tuck!-

A

orologists) ot ten, plot their pressure measgrements on special
o. maps. Then they draw lines"' through all equal barometer

readings plotted on the map '(Figure 6-6).,

30.20

30.30

7
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ACTIVITY -6-1. On Figure 6-4 in your Record Book, connect

all equal barometric readings with lightly penciled lines. The

lines shwild pass.directli, through the station circles that have

the same barometric readings. These lines should be
. .

smOothly curved, and no line should cross another.

1

.1

.72 TAP-I-Eft

{1

\

,
Lines connecrin. areas of cqual barometric pressure are

- ..:.-,. ,
. .,'

known as !sonars. (Iso- is a common prefix meani ng .',equal.")

06-7. Describe the patterh of barometric pressure revealed

by the isobars' you drew on l'igure 6-4.

[i16-8. Is the, barometric pressure fairly high, or fairly low,

where'ke core 6f the -cloud spiral has formed?, (Label this

center on your Figure 6-4 as '21-ligh" or "Low."),

Well, you probably agree now .that the areas of greatest

cloud formation in Figtire 6-4'lie along a line of sharp tem-

perature 'differences or over an area of low barometric pres-

,tqlre.. This suggests that sharp difierences in tempe -1-ture and

prcssure.are, acting as cloud,forming agents:Thereti -c, these

variables have an important influence: upot-,i the weather.

Clouds aren't the. only 'thing of' interest n Figure 6-4. Take

a loOk at the ,wind directions indicated there. Notice t:articu-

Irly the relatk-niship be.tween Wind dir,eaion and the isobars,

you dreV on the figure:

'

N
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J6-9- Desct the the pattern or wind du eetion in the are;I of
low pressure on Figure. 6-4 (clockwise Or counterclockwise?).

06-10. \Vhat relationshrp, if any, do you notice between the
pattern of wind direction and the spir;!I shape-of the cloud
mass?

Larlier, yon used a model l'& the cause of wind that
.----depend --upon -unequal -heating of -th-ecarth's -surface.- -Orckir,

you nec to review this taea, see the last part of ('hapter
.5.) According to that model, wind is s.imply cooler an' moving

?into an area ol greater heating.
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The situation in Figure 6-4 is more complicated than that.
The low-pressure area obviously has a great e,fic.ct on the
moverfient of air. The air seems to move around the area
in a counterclockwise direction. This will become more im-
'portant in the_next chapter.

You can see that many problems .complicate the 'task of
making predictions about weather. Sometimes more than
one weather-influencing agent is operating at the same time.
Thep it is hid to decide which of,the aSsembled data 'is'
most iMportant.

, .

At this point,.you may be ready tO consider what ;you've:
inferred about the effects of low-pressore areas and lines of
.terup.erature differences as dart of your 'weather model.. Be-

Clockwiso

Counterc1onwiao

tse'

CFP\ MEP. (3 73

s.i
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lore you do, however, you NhOnfd rInd Out whether the ex-
ample in Figure 6-4 was an isolated situation. Do the rela-
tionships you observed hold true in other- situations, too?

Figures 6-7 and 6-8 each contain a satellite photo and a

set or weather data 'collected at the time the photo was taken.
Fxamine each lipure carefully. Try to find out whether the
relationships you round in Fure 6-4 hold for these areas

Figure 6-7 as well.

11A
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06-11. Describe the flow of airnear the low-pressure areas
in Figures 6-7 and 6-8 (clockwiseor counterclockwise?),

06-12. Descrihe how the chStribution of clouds -in the two
'figures relates.to the pressore and temperature data given.

EJ6-13. Are your ansWers',16. questions 6-1! and 6-12 what
you expected'?_..

Figure 6-8

29.65 29.96

29.89

30.00

29.80

29.9,1
19

A

22

21

29.80

2,1

14'

30.12

30.21

r."



Figure 64

PROBLEM BREAK 6-1

Figure 6-9 shows the Florida peninsula once molT.
Weather data have been included on the Hi i ft Yourproblernr sketch On the map the pattern of clouds you would
p edict on the basis of the data shown. In making your c,

prediction, you may assume that lines of temperature differ-
ence and low-pressure areas are cloud-fornpilg agents. "this
time, however, you may neglect (Ike fact that the daerence
in ten perature Over kind and, watet can cause cloud forma-
tion, U . (It is still part of oui- 'eath.er model, but we'll put
it aside or the moment.)

Comp, le your slcetch now. Start by drawing in isobars
of 29.50 i d 29.70:The.29.60 isobar has already been drawn
in. Note tl at (here is only one reading.,of 'both 29.50 and
29.70. Therefore, you will have to .trze your judgment and
experience n drawing thc isobarls...Ycri should a [so draw a
dotted line w ere you think thcr'e is r sharp difference in
tomperamre. S ade,in the clouds as yo ir last step.

16 29.57

29.60
23 29.52

23 29.63

29,70

76 CHAPTER ,6



4 Then see how your conclusions compare with those of other
students. Your teacher can offer you Sonic advice it' you are
having difficulty with this activity.

in thc_next_chapteLyou will make the final test or your
model for weather. You can judge your model by seeing 11-

ps you Make .predictions about \veatfter. First, though,
yo.tt iced to look at one other air-litsting (eloud-lonning)
facto!
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. . Because the earth's surface is very irregular, air must often -Figure 6-10
"Pow up oVer mountains and down into valleys. As air is ., . -

pushed up the side oEa mdfintain, it is cooled, and there
is .less pressure froM. the 'atmosphere above.*

06-14:What risult would you expeZ:t as moist aii\ moves
up anci over a motintain? .

,

(.; .

.
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Dose it

41.4111P.:..,
L'

ITVIt,

Figure 6-11

..1.aLamuiAl.,1101.10,1601Aaill..i.igykt

The. upward How or moist air has great significance in
mountainous regions. 'Hiere inay be abundant precipitation
On one side of a mountain bin little on the other side. For
example, notice in, Figure 6-1 that the vegetation is not the
same on the two sides of the mountain.

,)

r

Clouds

Moist air
.10

Ocean

n 6-1 5. txplain why there is more vegetation on one side
of the mountain than on.the other in Figure 6-41.

You have been introduced to several factors that can pro-
duce cloud formations. Landforms may produce- air lifting.
Sharp changes in -barometric pressure and abrupt tempera-
ture changes can -prodiice clouds. And, as you saw earlier,
surface heating of land areas can produce cloud formations,
especially along-co/1'sta1 regions.

PROBLEM BREAK 6-2.

Cr"' 't

78 CHAPTER -6

Here's your chanv to .use some of your experience to
ake Predictions. In solving this probtem, consider twAyvays

that 'air is forced .upward:

. (A) by 'the differential heating of the earth's surface and
(b) by .mountains.

An aerial view of Iggy's Island is shown below..There are
three'eommuniti/s on. the ijand. The direction of the pre:

.vailing (usual) winc" ',shown by- the arrow.

9 *

W'

0

0
'0

t
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Prevailing-
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410111V
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fh,.

.119-y-yhu

In the space provided in your Record Book, discuss the
weather you predict for each of the three communities. An-
swer such questions as the following: Which dommunity has
the cloudiest, and which has the clearest, weather? Which
community gets the most, and which gets the least, rainfall?

Before going on, do Self-Evaluation 6 in your RecOrd Book.

4
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Moving Weather' Chapter 7
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According to the model you've developed, tlk uplifting ofair has important effects upon the weather! This process
.appears to be linked to cloud formation. Thus, it is respon-sible for all kinds of precipitation (rain, snow, sleet, and hail). ;This lifting .process also seems linked to wind chAacteristics.

When you' began_ this unit, your objective was to learn to;predict the weather. The air-u0 ft model suggests some waysto do this. Suppose you could soMehOw know in advance ..when uplifting air would occur in your ared!This would let-you mak.e some good guesses ag to what to expect in terms
of cloudiness .and wind. But how, cap you predict when air

.is going .to be uplifted?
According to your model, air is uplifted in at least four

.major areas. ,

I. Oyer a surface where air is heated.
, .2. _Along.lines where there is,arp difference in ,air tem-.

. perature.
3. In areas of relatively low barometric -pressure..
-4. Where there are geographic features such as mountains:

-

, 0P-31,1
, rs.

81,
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Predicting when "air will be \lifted really boils down to
knowing when one or more of these, agents rxist in an area.
Siiice mountains and seacoasts,don't move, it is fairly easy
to predict their effects. But what about lines of temperature
difference and low-pressure areas? Do these things move
a.bout? If so, is there enough order to their moving to allow
predictions to be made?. Figures 7- I /thr6tigh 7-4 will help
you find ,out.

Figures 7-1 through 7-4 "show temperature and pressurt
data fbr most, of the United States on four days in April.
Two maps appear for each day; one gives temperature, while
the other gives pressure information. Areas of low pressure
and high pressure are labeled with an L or .an H on the
pressure maps. Lines of temperature differences (fronts) and
cloud cover are indicated by the symbols identified below: ,

FRONTS CLOUD COVER
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. -Figure 7-4a

1

Figure 7-4b
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074. Did the low-pressure areas, shown first in Figure 7-
move during the four-day period? If so, in what general
direction?

07-2. Did the lines of temperature difference, shown first
in Figure 7-1b, move during the four-day period? If so, in
what general direction?

Both pressure areas and lines of temperature difference
do move. ThOse on your maps wandered farther to the east
during the four-day period.

The fact that cloud-lbrming agents move makes the job
of weather prediction more difficult. You must find some way
to guess in advance when one of these systems will come 18

erifthis-carrbe-donri-First;---welf-cprtsider-,
the problem of predicting the approach of a low-pressure
system.

Suppose you were living in Syracuse, New York_ On Day'-
of the data period (see Figure 7-la and 7-1b), a low-

pressure area 'would be lying to the west of you. Examine
the data for Days 2, 3, and 4 and notice what happens iv
Syracuse as the low-pressure area approaches and thek,
passes by.

(17-3. What happened to the barometric reading.in Syracuse
as the system moved through (rose, fell, or remained the
same)?

97-4. List the changes in the wind direction in. Syracuse as
-the system moved through.

(17-S. List changes in the cloud c-over as the system moved
through Syracuse.

Whfit observations could ,have been used two days in
advance to predict that the low-pressure area was moving
into Syracuse?

Now let's Look for signs that could be used to predict the
approach and passing of lines of temperature difference. For
this, you should study Figures 7-1b, 7-2b, 7-3b, and 7-4b.

Suppose you *ere living in Fargo, North Dakota, when
the data on Figure 7- lb were collected. At that point,.a line
of temperature difference would be lying to the west of you.

I 2

29.80

.af
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! 17_7. 1,, the au behind the hne (to the west) (.-oolei, oi
wainikl, than that m funit Of it?

1- \ninny the tempeiatnie closely foi PaVs 2, 3, 3 0 (1 1 and
IN)11("C What happened to the NAcathei in I airs() as the line
ol tempeiature ddlerence moved through_

17-8. \\tat happened to the an tempetatute as the line
approached an(1 moved thiotTli atgo (IOW, ICII, stayed ihe
same)?

1..17-8. I 151 the changes ii the wind direction as the line
appioached

and moved through Fargo_

[17-10. 1.iNt changes in the cloud covei as the line ap-
proached and moved through Fargo.

[17-F1 . What observation could have told you on Days i
and 2 that a line of temperature difference Was approaching
Fargo?

NI, consider the weaiher in Selhia, Alabama. *On Day
an apprOaching line of temperature difference lies to the

west of that city, too. But it's different from the one you just
examined. Look carefUlly to see how.' \

H7-12, How does the line of temperature change approach-
ing Selma ditier from that approaching Fargo on Day 1 in
Figure 7-1?

Look at the weather data for Selma over the four-day
period.

r17-13. List changes in the cloud cover in Selma as the line
ortemperaiure diffeithce passed through.

ri7-14. List change///in the wind.direction as the line passed
--

through Selma.

07-15./What happened to the air temperature as the line
passed through Selma?

07-16. What happened to the barometric readings as the
line passed tliroughSelma?



H7-17. what observations could have told you in advance
that this line of temperature difference was approaching
Sdma?

Perhaps you now see what "lines of temperature differ-
ence" really are. They are the edges of moving masses of
warm or cold air. They are called fronts.

A warm front is a mass of relatively warm air that advances
into a region that is relatively cold. As the warm air ad-
vances, the lighter, .warm air is forced upward over the
heavier, cold air. This process typically takes place over a
large area. In a warm front, both the air masses arionoving.
in the same direction. The advancing warm air mass is mov-
,
Mg faster than the retreating cold air mass.

the front from the side as it passes by. This side view (or
cross section) would be what you would see if you sliced
down throtigh the front from top to bottom and laid it open.
Figure 1-5 diagrams what it warm front would look like.

Figure 7-5

4

400 km

A cold front is a mass of relatively cold air that is dis-
placing relatively warm, moist . ir. The warm air may be
moved' upward more quickly an it is in the usual warm
front. Therefore, the slope of e cOld,. front is steeper than
that of the warm front. Figure 16 diagrams another. side
view of the frontal systeifi. Study Figures 7-5 and 7-6 care-
fully so thatsyou understand thoroughly the difference be-
tween warm fronts and cold fronts.

Figure 7-7 shows a different view of warm and cold
,frontsas if you were looking down upon them from out
in space. This is the View you get when looking at a weather
map. Symbols used by meteorologists are shown in the
figure. \ f

1V)

Cold Front

1500 m

14-- 120 km A,1

Figure 7-6
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Figure 7-7

Figuiet 7-8

C'

Warm air masa

Notice the relationship of- the fronts shown in Figure 7-7
to each other and to the IOW-pressure area. The general shape
should he familiar to you. You've seen it on the weather
maps you've been studying and in the photograph shown
earlier and reprodured again in Figure

e'
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In both Figure 7-7 and Flute 7-8 the two limits and the
low-pressure arca actually form oni_' large system. I.00k care-
fully once more at Figures 7-1 through 7-4. As you do, try
to answer these questions:

U7-18. Are .the fronts on the tempe.rature mflips located in
the same general areas as the low-pressure. 'areas on the
pressure 'maps?

07-19. Do the low-pressure areas move at roughly the same
rate and in the same direction aS any fronts near them?It

Well, the pattern on the maps is not completely clear, btki
two things arc apparent.

1. Fronts are always associated lowfpressu-ra a '''''
2. Fronts and pressure systems move across the country

together.

At this point, you hiave the chance to stop and gather your
wits. You are to look back over all th,e photographs, maps,
and illustrations in the last chapter and this one. Build a
picture in your mind (a model) as to what happens to the
weather in an area as a large pres

Tfl

,lure system approaches
and passes through. Take plenty time for thought. It will
be important to what you will d ., next. Use the questions
below to guide you ii .your thinking. You should discuss
these questions wit Ahers who are at about this point.

I Appro ately hoW wide is the band of cloudiness as-
socied with a warm front? with a cold front? with
a low-pressure area?

2. How far afrad of each type of front or pressure area
!

does it extend? (See Figure 7-7.) .

3. What is the pattern of winds around a low-pressure
frontal system? (See Figures 6-4, 6-7, 7-1 and 7-2)

4. How far do cold fronts, warm fronts, and low-Rressure
areas travel in a day? Do they all. move -at the same
rate? (See, Figures 7-1 and 7-2.)

5. How can you tell in advance when a low-pressure
-frontal system is approaching an area? (Refer to ques-

tions 772 through 7-17.)
6. What is the relationship. of a high-pressure area to the

movement and effects of a low-pressure frontal system?
(See FigUres- 7-1 and 7-2.)

04
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When you feel that you underst;md how passing fronts and
low-pressure areas affect w(lather, you are almost ready to
aprily this knowledge to your ,local area. Before you try to
do this, though, yott need to consider two more subjects. The
first is precipitation (0*, snow, sleet, and hail). The second
is cloy'd type.

Precipitation

Why does rain or snow fall from one cloud and not from
another? Why is this precipit*on sometimes a downpour
and somatimes only a sprinkle? Why does precipitation occur
in so many different forms'? These are not easy questions

st. to answer. In general, it has been More difficult to explain
how precipitation gets out of clouds than it has been to

: - - ---explain,law.douds_ form_ in..1b,c.fi.s.§.Lplace............ . . .

If you are interested in learning how to make raindrops,
see Excursion 7-1, "And the Rains Came Down."

In Chapter 4, you learned that water begins collecting on
dust and salt particles when t e temperalure falls below the.
dew point. According to yo r model, this is what causes
cloud formation. If the droplets combine into larger and
larger ones, they become too heavy to staY aloft., Then they
fall. Falling water (rain, snow, sleet, or hail) is called precipi-

&tation. %

Along fronts, warm air slides up over cooler air. As it is

, lifted, the warm air cools below the dew points. If the warm
air is quite moist (humidity is high) and/or the cooling is
quite severe, precipitation is the likely result (Figure 7-9).

Figure 7-9

-Warm Mt
with High
Humidity

105

0

,s -Ls)



If the warm air is fairly dry (humidity is low) or if .the
cooling is not great, only a few clouds may form (Figure
7-10). Figure 7-10

cp
Warm Air
with Low
Humidity

Back up to the clouds

The second subject we will discuss is cloud type. Over the
years, meteorologists have studied the changes in cloud tlipe
as weather systems move thrAigh an area. They have found
that the changes fall into the fairly consistent pattern shown
in Figure 7-I l. Figure 7-11

.Clouds are often spoken of as "billboards of the sky." A
skillful observerican tell a great deal about forthcoming
weather by studying the clouds.

07-20. List in order the cloud types you w6uld expect to
observe at a cold front approached your area. CHAPTER 7 93
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Table 7-1

1_17-21. 1.1s,t In oldct Ow cloud typc you wc,uld ,\pcct In

observc ;t watin lion( appioachcd )0111 ,nc,t.

Now Ict. try to ti 111111;111/c whdt, you c !coined a 1)out

edictuir:(he cffeck of fiontal lciti. 1)es,cr.ibc in "IlableN

7-1 and 7-2 thc chatip..,e, you would c\pcct tc occul with the,

\vat in and Cold 1-rontal systems,.

i. .,
0... :

'
'

CO LD l'RONI'
4.

Immediately
-Ahead of the Front Along the Front

lmniediately
Behind the Front

Barometric reading
7----

st, Temperature .

,Cloudiness
..

.,;,

:Wind direction

Table 7-2

.

..
WA'RM FRONT

, 'Ahead of the Front Along the Front Behind the Front

'Barometric reading.';-' . ... .

Temperature
S. .

Cloudiness .

.

.
..

Wind direction

, -----'
Z.-

YOU may have had trouble deciding 1 Ow wind direction

is affected by frontal systems. Predict g4shanges in wind

direction requires that you know th ,direction before the

front arrives.. You.would also nee o know the direction of

motion of the front. Neither of these bits of infOrmation is

.94 CHAPTER 7 provided in Tables 7-1 and 7-2.
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.PROBLEIVI BREAK 7-1

You've been keeping a weather \\'aich for quite a while
now. You should have quite a collection of data tor youi
area on variables such as barometric pressme, wind speed
and _direction, cloud c.ovC,1-, etc. Here's your chance to study
that data and find out if the patterns in weather change for
your area can 1)c enlained by the model you've been study--
ino

You should look for relationships between weather yaria--.
Nes. For example, you may want to sue ii your data indicate
that wind direction is related to barometric pressure, or to
cloud type, Or to dew point. Or you may want to find out
if temperature change is related to huMidity or to wind
speed. Lct:s suggest one approach to gettingaitwias. to-such--
questions.

Suppose you want to find out how pressure change allccts
tent peratitre change. You could make a table like Table 7-3.

Table 7-3
y I .

P

I woNaell
WIN -41.41

0;40 Moser
IS 0014(5 To

motive.

Pressure Change
P frOm One Day4,4
tr'' -;to the. Next. .

Prevailing Wind Direction for the 2nd Day of the 244lx Period
,

.:-Northarly Southerly Westerly Easterly,

Rising ...

c

,;;;:. ....
,00Steady ,

-

it-.,.,,,' ;,:'':- Falling

. Tally the data from your weather watch in a table like
7-3. Each tally mark) will represent one 24-hr period. After
all tallies ar made, you can judge the effect of pressure
change op-N rind direction. You can even make some calcula-
tions. For example, you can calculate the likelihood that one
kind of pressure change will produce .a given wind direction.
Suppose you want to know how often you can expect to sce
a Southerly wind when the pressure is, falling. tilere's how
you find out by .using your data..

Sum up all the tallies in the entire table to .get a grand
total.. Then' divide this number into the numbyr of tallies in
the appropriate data box. Multiply your.answer. by 100 to.

1 0

CHAPTER 7 95
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tdihik, in h\\
1(x)

Grand total of tallies

This peicelitage (s)metimes called probability) is a Ille:IS-
Ure or the likelihood that Calhin,_, pressille will pioduce south-

crlY winds '" your ne". O cku're thus perce"L'Pe 's ba.sed
on limited data taken at one partivular unit or year. Nlore
extensive data' mir,ht Qive you a different percentage Cor your

answer. F.ven with such limited data, a percentage of this
sort gives you more predicting power than you had belore.

You should now .scleet the variables you Want to inveNti-

gate. Record your findings and conclusions in your Recold
Book.

[17-22. What do you think the weatherman means when he

says "The chance t.)1 raM today is 30"? Discuss why you
think he would make such a statement.

1 *:(eil 1 ; ei 0

I *".(00 ; rtil Pik

96 CHAPTER 7 7

This unit 01 work was not designed to make you into a
meteorologist. Its purpose Pas to inlroducc: you to certain
lactors that aired weatirer and to help you put together a
simple model h»- explai»ing those effects. You've seen that
there would be no change in weather without movement or
air. That's why this unit is titled Winds and Weather._

You've investigated many variables and seen how they
-affect the motion of air. You've learned something about the
processes that Corm clouds.. Perhaps you arc still jnterested
in learning more about old 'cumulonimbus" mentioned in

Chapter I. IX S®, take-a look at Excursion 7-2.
Low-. and high-pressure areas and frontal systems have

also.been studied a bit. You are on the verge of being able
to predict simple weathei; changes in your Mvn region. You
can try your wings if you wish, by taking a look at Excursion

7-3, "Predicting Weather."
Don't be disappointed if you aren't confident about your

-predictions. Weather is vei'y complicated ancr,often unpre-
dictable. Ilyou don't believe it, ask any weatherman.

Before going op, do Self-Evaluation 7 in your Record Book.

4ts
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Excursions

Do you like R) tal:e trips, to try somethMg different, tO see

new things? Ex/anions can give you the chalice. In many
ways they resemble chapters. But chapters carry the main
story line. Lx(lIrsions are side trips. They may help you to
go further, they may help you go into different material, or
they may just be of interest to you. And some excursions are
provided to help you understand difficult ideas.

Whatever way you get there, after you finish an excursion,
you should return to your place in the text material and con-
tinue .with your work. These short trips can be interesting
and different.

110
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Excursion 1-1

V

The basic equipment needed for a hot air balloon is an
inflatable bag and a souree of heat. Alnmst any size :ind
shape of bag will work.

You C',1n make your_jown hallcfrm from a piptic dry-
cleaning ba-g. The long dress-size, bag will give the best re-
sUlts. Here is what you and a par:tner will riced:

1 plastic dry-cicaning bag (dress-size)
Plastic straws
Plastic or celkThane tape
1 alcohol burner

ACTIVITY 1. You want to trap hot air init4ag, so check
its sealed bnd for leaks. Do this by trapping some air in the
qnd of the bag.

6ry-deanIng bag

4k. - 97, i



100 EXCURSION 11

(

eiaialialtaihweigimuluairikaamiaskidkok

ACTIVITY 2. It the bag leaks, you should seal it with tape.
lwis-t the closed end and Ile a !knot in it. Trim oft the excess

plastic with scissots.

tin()

Airtight

Diy-cleaning hag

In order-to collect l..)1 'itir in the hal2.. you'll need to he
ahlc to hold the othec end or the b-,11.1 \vide (110117ill'O tl can

make a hoop or circle out of :\tiaws to do thk. "Io hind out
how inany straw to tiNe, do the folhOwi /14

ACTIVITY 3. Flatten the bag out at its open end. MeaSure the

distance across this open end. Multiply this distance (width)

by 2. This will give you an approximate measure of the length

of the bag's opening.

.4.

Multiply by 2



ACTIVITY 4. Place plastic straws together by pinching and
fOlding one end of one straw and inserting it into another
str aw.,(Over lap of the straws should be about 3 cm.) The total
length of the straw chain should be equal to the approximate
opening of the bag'(as determined iii Activity 3).

Plastic
stiaw

3 cm

Pinch
pis
end.

ACTJVITY 5! By putting the two end straws together, yOu can )
form a hoop.

Hoop Plastic
straws

ACTIVITY 6. Use a few short pieces of tape to hold the raw
hoop inside the bag. Overlap the bag about 3 cm.

P'itrFIP.4

101
0



102 EXCURSION 1-1

,

,

Lwilic",".highydark

( 1H a I C !IOW T ts; y k"(.. k't: I. I H, ,1 } 11 Will 11,t

Caution I he neu port tluv
be JIM( HI

all area desIgnated II .your icachel. Ile mic .;:et 111% aps,14,1.,11

befoie begmniu,1,;. I !se caution Pt ilorI,Hy with the alcohol

burner. The plastic bag (h)C.S11.1 bull!
,op,dly. but ii ill hiti ii .

keep it clear of the flame.

ACTIVITY 7. Hold the bag over the lighted alcohol burner_

Continue to sup0o-rt the bag as the air inside is warmed.

..... .

`lk

Plastic
bag

Alcohol
huwor

-
+Caution I3e sure lo I;cep Ow sides of the beg (way from ale

Open 'lame.

Et. Describe your observations of the bag as the air inside

is heated.

02.. What would you have to 6 to keep the bag going*up.

once it left the ground?

You 'may want to impRive your bzilloon. That's okay. But

don't try other experiments using 'flames without your

.teacher's permission.

.
gior 1,, c,s.P1



Blowin' in the Wind

Wind direction

In mounting the all-purpose weather instrument, the cir-
cular wind direction indicator should be positioned so that
the north (N) symbol points toward true south. Then any
pointer reading against this indicator disk will give the direc-
tion from which the wind is blowing. ,

The important point to remember is that Wind direction
is named according to the direction from which it blows.

Excursion 2-1

Rain . Figure 1
gauge

Temperature
Total rain
Indicator

i

TOM. ito4
In"

IS"
2[1:11,

WIND FROM HERE

TO HERE

Wind direction
Indicator

1110

Pointer , Wind speed
(Wind is indicator
northwesterly.)

116

103



Although tt i po,,tble tyse up to 12, poink l he com

tO 11;111,ty 1kr11 V% Ill 11`,C (WIN,

Call !Cod the wind du (2k:11011 duck. tiV Qu'r111 tIiC poditon ot titc
,

1110VahiC p0111(CI ,11111( \,.tic A .)kc1( h ol Inc WI cc

(1011 )011 1110y ttm: ,11mcjp, in I c 2

'-`igure 2

or

T

S Southwe:;t

North

West

Northwest

Usually, the Pointe! kn't stationary. It inovc; as- the wink)

luiIi back znid lot th. Iut vqkii Can still gCt ti1 :iverass2 read-

ing. For example, ii the: ponkter moves tl--)out

Figure 3, the general direction or Ow wind -1),

be tresI.

ati shOWn tIi

estiTIEJted

104 EXCURSION 2-1
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r

Wind speed

The weather-station instrument also allows you to measme
die wind speed. The principle behind the wind speed in-
dicator should be obvious. ln fact, you can easily build your
own wind speed .indicator if you arc interested. Scit Figure
4 for hints on doing this. (You will have to furnisfi the COln
r11011 materials required.)

support

Board

Metal strip
(2 tm wide,
cut from an
aluminum or
tin cat))

Figure 4

Your instrument will have to be calibrated in ord'er to be
useful in making your observations. To make the wind spced
stale, wait tbr a calm day, then take'your indicatOr for.ja

r ride.

ACTIVITY 1. Hold the indicator out the window of the car that
is moving. The moving air will move the speed indicator just
as wind moving at the same speed does. Mark the scale at
intervals of 5 mph.

EXCURSION 2-1 105
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106 EXCUFISION 2-1

(

kCCI)1110, \ WC,1111C1 \\11t dick in.t tinIC\ (c,,rc
11.

ciAlly \vcckcluk) whcil thc c,unci
not ;I\ .111,iblc. Ii dn.; n. Ilk. I a-,k' .111d Stql (11111.1 I1,1\ C \OW

OW11 ltishitiiIiciii, you C:111 (Thl1111,11(7 \\111ds1)(fcd 1,1111\ :1CC11-

1,11ely..hhic I \\ ill hcIr you do this I IiiHc lists common
CS cm', with thc arrio\innItc Ind Tecd :i,ocnitc(.1 with
thcin.

Table 1

Wind Si Iced

Dcscriplion 01 Hch.iv(01
4

ol Common ()Heck
0.

mph kinilii

l ess than
1 .

Less than
-)_

Smoke lises \ eltlealk.

1 to 1 2 to 5

t' _

Sluoke ditits. but 11,ws hang Innp. Oidl-
,
11.11y \ind vanes useless.

.

4 (0 7 6.(0 I I Wind IcIt on lace. 1 eaves justle. Ordt-
nary wind vane% move.

8 to 12 12 to 19 Leaves and twios in motion. Lnl,ht Hags
.-_--

are extended..

13 to 18 20 to 19 Dust and loose paper raised. Small
branches are moved.

19 to 24 30 to 39 Small trees bel!,In to sway. Whitecaps
form on lakes.

25 to 31
,

40 to 50 Lari2.e blanches in motion: Wires Whistle.,.

llmbrellas hard to use.

-



Billboards of the Sky Excurston 2-2

Since .ancient times, men have watched the skies and tried
to predict the coming weather by what they observed)Long
before the clouds were given scientific mimes to identify
them, they were described in te,cms of things that they resem-
bled. :l'hus, statements like the following were commonly
used:

"Mackerel scales and mare's tails
Make lofty ships carry low sails."

Figure 1 "Mackerel scales" Figure 2 "Marc's tails"
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108 EXCURSION 2-2

4i1411M4.7-VI;Tft,

()fall the different elements of the weather that you will
be studying, clouds and the Corms of- moklure that come
from them are the only things that arc generally visible. We

can describe and name cloutk by their -,ippcarance. You

don't have to rely on an instrument fbr their description.
you learn the vocabulary of the cloud types, you Can read

them like a billboard. And you will also have some idea of
coming events in the weather.

Much like people, clouds tend to be found in i'amilies.
The three cloud names that you have used 'in Chapter 2

rrus, stratus, and cumulus) are really It in i ly names given

to them by a nineteenth-century chemist named Luke

Howard. Cirrus means "curl of hair," stratus means "spread
out," and'cwwilus indicates a "pile." Also like people, there
is often a combination of families. This means that there can
be cirrus and cumulus combined, or cumulus and st.ratus,

-or stratus and cirrus. Thus, the mackerel scales (Figure 1)

mentioned in the weather adag' re really cirrocumulus, or

"wispy piles."- -4 .

<

r



All clAs-Jype clouds arc found at hirsh altitudes,
0,100 meters (20,000,leet) on up. Atthese heights, the telK
perature is so cold that the clouds arc composed entirely of
ice crystals. These crystals are very tine and delicate_ !ins
accounts lor the hae.y, filmy, and wispy :ippearance of the
cloIrds. A cirrostratus cloud is just a high sheet of ice crystals
spread out at one level zihove the earth. These clouds give
the sky a filmy appearance and yiiisc a ring, or halo, mound
(he moon or min. (Seo Figure 3,)

Cirrostratus Clouds (Wispy and spread out in a layer)

(

ettifY
Wart

14 It
in V

h

. , i4',7-i'-..q, ,' :',

,..4.):ih.e'zzif,;/

.' l'itItt.
Y4

'41 :sit'cik

11.

..The three main categories of clouds often have other Figure 3
names added to them to further describe some of the varia-
tions. The prefix aito (Meaning "high") can be added to the
lerms stratus and cumulus. To indicate a high, spread-opt
layer of clouds, the wo.rd z.iltostratus is used. Cloudsat high
altitude and piled up .are called altocumulus. They are found.'
from 2,440 meters. to700 meters (8,000 feet to 20,000 feet). EXdURSION 109

,

A



1,1

at Why do you think there is nor a cloud designated asFigure 4 Al tost a tus
altocirius9

tvi`..
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110 XCURSION 2-2

The Latin word nimbus, mean ng "rain cloud," is often
used to indicate a cloud from which precipitation
Thus, heavy stratus clouds from which rain or snow is falling
are called nimbostratus. Stratus, stratocumaus, and nimbo-
stratus are l'Ound below 2,440 meters (8,000 feet).

Of%
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Stritais Cloud Fogging near the l'op of a Mountain

Stratocumulus
(Spread-out layer of piled-up clouds)
Figure 7
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Figure 6

iJirn hos t ra tus

(Spread-out rain clouds)
Figure 8
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(umulus and t tuntilommhus ithundeilte.n.1) Lloticis ay.
found at all Amid( s, from 2,410 metcis (,000 feet) to l8,AR)
mete! s (6000 (eet) I he 1. iiinulus is the typical cloud of fan
weathei, iesemblinp, a [hill 'w lite pile. A continuous growth
of the (umulus cloud piodiwc\ (he fierce cumulonimbus of
the thunderstorm "I his 1. loud is the one associated with our

Cumulus (Piled-up clouds) Figure 9 111051 vicious wcathet, including tornadoes and hailstorms.

-1 dt ./1.4
IsY,' -\ , $:,

,

k 4A4
3

41-7
-,

1,1

r

ef.A,- t
3.

$

.

40
-
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k_2 '

7:15111P"7-

fif
X,4

t??,,

N - p-..1,1 :. ?.,1

4).4 . -1<(ms; Arm

),Ito

Cumulonimbus (Pded-up ram clouds)
Figure 10

02. Now see if you can identify s;ome or the ten varietics. ,

of clouds that have been mentioned. Don't look back to the
deseiiptions unless you have to

$`4
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B. ?\ low cloud (below 2,440 meters) tha.t 10014 like a layer
of rolls or twists. Figure 12
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Figure 13 C. "Thunder sky, Not too long dry."

Figure 14 I). The cloud that gives the aH-day
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Figure 16
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Figure 1 7 itikt. "In the morning, mountains, ln the evening, fountains."
Figure 18 1. Y "Curdled sky, Not 24 hours dry:7
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116 EXCURSION 2-2

Check the answers below to the ten cloud types. Then,
as you go through the rest of the unit, see if you can deter-
mine why the weather .adages give a clue to the coming
weather in terms of the model that you develop.
A. Altostratus
D. Nimbostratus
G. Altocumulus

\,

13. Stratocumulus C. CuMulonimbus
E. Stratus F. Cirrus
H. Cumulus- I. Cirrocumulus

129
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The Conversion Excursion 2-3
Excursion

Temperature

So far in the ISCS course, you have measured temperature
in Celsius units. Op the Celsius scale, the freezing point of
water is 0°C, and the boiling point of water is 1000 C. The
temperature on a warm spring day might be something like
246C. However, when temperatures are given in a newspa-
per, radio, -or TV weather report, these temperatures are
usually given in Fahrenheit degrees. When recording your
own weather information in this Unit, yoti)riay also use
Fahrenheit 'degrees. How are the Fahrenheit and Celsius
temperature scales related? .

e\.

s,

4.1 0

13 s,

I
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118 EXCUPSION 2-3

Figur(' how would look
ii matkcd m Cckim (0 ,nid m l:Atenhcil
(h)

Figure 1

[1011ing powl

1 .1111,n1trit
-

100 ----
.4.31.1.vatui

212 210

200

90
190

180
80

170

70 160

150

60 140

130

50 120

110

40
100

90
30

80

70
20

60

10 50

40
Freezing point

of water 30

(b)

01. Flow many degrees separate tile-freezing point and the
boiling oint of water on the Celsius -temperature scale?

1:12. Ho many degrees separate the freezing point and The
bdiling p nt of water on _the Fahrenheit temperature scale?

03. Which is the higher temperature, 50°C or 50°F?

04. Which iS the bigger temperature change, 10 degrees on
the Celsius scale'or 10 degrees on,the Fahrenheit scale?

4.
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Table I can he met,' when von need to make A (puck
eonvelsion from one )seale to the ()flick Yon may wAnt to
round oft the I:a hucn hen tcrn pci atm

Table -1

"C 1:

N

".?

A

I

t

"C

49 120.2 31

30"48 118.4

47 116.6. 29

46 114.8 28

45 113.0 27

44 111.2 26

43 109.4 25

107.,6 24

:4 105,8 23

40 104.0 22

.39 102.2 .21

38, 100.4 20

'37 98.6 19

36 96:8 .18

9.5.0 17

93.2 16

5

32.1
et,

89.6
r'

14

86.0

84.2

824

80.6

78.8

77.0

75.2

73.4

71.6

69..8

68.0
r

66.2

64.4

62.6

60.8

59.0

; "
s7.z.

.

"C AC "

13. 55.4 -- 5 23.0

-; 12 516 . -6 2 L2

-11 51.3 -7 19.4

10 50.0 8 17.6

9 48.2 9 15.8

8. 46.4 - 10 14.0

7 44.6 - 1 1 17.7

Lt') 42.8 -12 10.4

I

41.0 -13 8.6

4 39.2 - 14 6.8

3 37.4 - 15 5.0

2 35.6 - 16 3.2

1 33.8 -17 1 A

0 '32.0 - 0.4

. .

30.2 -19 2.2

-2 28.4 -20 - 4.0

7,3 26.6 21 -5.8

,
-24.8 -22 -7.6
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A
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- 23 - 94

- 2,1 - 11.2

- 25 - 13.0

-26 - 14.8

- 27 - 16.6

28

_
-18.4

- 29 - 20.2.

-30 7- 22.0

----".---'

-31 723.8--.
- 32 -75.6

r-
-33 -27.4

-34 -79.2

- 35 - 31.0
-
-36 132.8'

-37 -34.6

- 38 -,- 36.4

-39 -38.2

-40 -40.0

6

_.

-41 -41.8

-42 -.43.6

-43 - 45A

- 47.2

-46 - 50.8

-47 - 52.6

-48 - 54.4

-49. - 56.2

50' - 58.0

-51 - 59.8

- 52 - 61.6

53 -63.4'

- 54 - 65.2

- 55 67.0

- 5.6 - 68.8

- 57 -70.6

-58 -72.4
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Speed

The \\ Ind speed Indic:not on the \\ eathel -station 111\1111-
111e11( ('111b1;11('d iii Olt' I 111',1111 (11111(' pei how Y

Yon may want to conyclt rn;',Iish miles to die met] N)qcni
(kilometers per how.)

4. In a nide, there are about l,o00 meters, or i. kilometers
(abbreviated km). Thus, ii the numhcr of mmlei is multiplied
-by 1.6, Ihe answee \vm11 he in kilonlefC'rs.

D5. 'What is the wind speed in km/hr ii it is blowing at
a rate of 10 mph? 20 mph? 25 Mph?

06. Wind is considered,to be of.hurricanc force if it's speed
is 75 mph or above. How fast in km/hr would this be?

r17. A breeze of 64 km/hr has what speed in mph?

Precipitation

The precipitation gauge on the weather-station instrument /
is calibrated in inches. Precipitation figures given in the news
media (newspapers, radio, TV) arc also uWally in inches. I
it is an easy task to.convert inches to centimeters.

There are 2.54 centimetc,rs in each inch. Therefore, if thy
number of inches is multiplied by 2.54, the answer will be
in centimeters.

08. Suppose the rain gauge shows that 2.5 inches fell last
.120 EX.CURSION night. How many centimeters of rain fell? \

..k.,,,,,.":Agi,S21,:',1?.2A
44,--,agartx. ' a,

1 33
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The Pressure's On Excursion 3-1

The term pressure will be used many times in this unit. Do
you understand what it means? Test yourself with the Col-
lowing checkup. When you have finished, check your an-
swers at-the end of this excursion, If you get both answers
100% correct and are satisfied that you fully understand pres-
sure, skip the rest of this excursion.

If you are less succe'Ssful or have any doubts, stay with
it.

CHECKUP
1. In your Record Book place a check by any of' the following

that could be a measure of pressure.
a. 7 pounds d. d square inches
b. 9 newtons e. 8 newtons per square

meter
c. 6 pounds per square

inch
2. A 500-pound metal bar is lying on a bench. The area of

the bottom of the bar is.50 square inches. What is the
pressure of the bar on the bench? (

134
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A 200 pound nim walks ;1,-1.05`, ,110W. I IC St tihs Ink)

the snow up to his knees. Ain't 011 ;I pair ol

shoes, he leaves only a shallow lootpi tnt as lie \,,111,,,

the sante snowtieto. (..ertaimy the 111:111 doesn't wight any hey,
after he puts on snowshoes. (In 1:i.ct, the weicht ot tne snow-.

shoes would increase his total weiHlt.)

11. Why don't the man and his snowshoes sink a, deeply
into the snow'?

In answering question I, you probably used the idea that
snowshoes spread the inan's weight over a bii.),ger area- '1 his

idea is the key to understanding pressure. Whether the man

is wearing snowshoes or not, his feet push 011 the snow with

a force of 200 pounds (his weic,lit). When-he wears snow-
shoes, this force is spread on( over a bigger arca. lite term
pressure is used to describe how concentrated a foree is (how
much force there is on each unit of area). One of the com-
mon ways that pressure is measured is in pounis per squar

-inch. Suppose the man takes a walk with one shoe and one
snowshoe. To make the'calculations simple, let's suppose the
total area of the man's shoe is 50 square inches, while the
total area of a snowshoe is 409 square inches.

200 lb

Ordinary shoe

122 EXCURSION 3-1

50 square inches

is
'Thus, the

200 lb Snowshoe

force exerted by each

1

400 square inches

square inch of the shoe.

200 lb/50 sq in. 4 lb/sq in.



:

.11111 force per squaw inch is the presinc excited l the
num On the ',now under hp; root. All the marr, 200 pound',
Is spread (we! 50 squaie inches or snow

The force excited on Inc miow wide/ the .,..,nowsnoe Can
be calculated in the smiie way. Fach snowshoe has an 01c:a
of 1100 square inches. It is pushed into the snow 11'1 h a l01 CC
of 200 pOUndS If the 111:111 is putting all Ins weight on one
root.

(12. Ca ICU late the force exerted oil each square inC11 or the
snowshoe.

We ez,an Me this idea of pressure to explain wily the man
does not sink into the snow vvhen wearing snowshoes:

When wearMg shoes, the pressure of the shoe On the snow
is four pounds per square inch. When wearing snowshoes,
the pressure of the snowshoe on the show is Ies, oedy (15
Pound per square inch.

Pressure, then, measures the concentratioti of a force. It

can be operationally defined by this formula:

Force (lb)
Pressure (lb/sq in) :=

or

Area (s1 in.)

Force (newtons)
Pressure (newtons/sq m)

Area (sq m)

123
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Answer io Checkup on p'age 121 

1. (c) arid (e); 2. 10 lb/sq in 

-41.:(f. 1D611;) 01.13 0.C.S.10AS111? 
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Measuring Air
Pressure . . .

in Inches?

4

sd%. ,141rali11111111;1"

Excursion 3-2

What does it ,mean to say that the atmospheric pressure is30 inches of mercury? What has the length of mercury gotto do with pressure'? .

Ths first person to use the length of a column of mercuryto measure air pressure wa Evangelista Torricelli, an I t al iawho died at age 39 in 1647. Rather than describe Torricelli'sexperiments to you, we will give you the chance to read someof his. own words. The letter tha,t appears on the following
rages is part of a longer letter written .by Torricelli in 1644.We found this old document of great interesnvd hope youmay, too. A few marginal notes have been added to help
you understand it..

125
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Torfteettt tells Ricci that
he has constructed
intirtiment to uneasuie
chonges In air pressure.

Air pressure is due to the
weight of a column of air
5'0 mires hivh. The air is
most dense
s

near the earttrs
urfabe and much less dense

at higher atutudes.

A.
I

410

TI IL BA ROMLT I R'

(To Michelamelo
Ricci in Rome)

flot encj,
lune .1 1, I' 04/I

A4057' 11 LUSTR1OLI5
SIR AND

MOST L R NED PA17ON

I frave already called attention to the fact that there are in

progress certain philosophical
experimenK

relating 10 vacuum,

de:,;igned
.not !;imply to make a ,vacuunt

but lo make an in-

sir:molt which will show the changes
in the atmosphere,

a.,.;

if i!; now heavier
and more gross and now lighter awl more

subtle.

We live imnierSM at the bottom of a sea of elemental
air,

which by experiment
undoubtedly

has weight,
and so tauell

weight that the densest
.air in the neighborhood

of the surface

of the earth weighs
about one four-hundredth

part of the

weight of water. Certain authors have okerbed after twilight

that the vaporous
and visible air rises above us to a height

of fifty or fifty-four utiles. But 1 do not think it is so mUch,

because I can show that the vacuum
ought to offer a much

greater resistance
than it does,

unless we use the argument

that the weight which Galileo assigned
applies to the lowest

atmosphere,
where men and animals live, but that on the

peaks';of high mountains
the air begins to be more pure and

to weigh much less than the foil r-hundrNIlt part of the

weight of water.

D. RIMCN. copynght /962. Philbs'ophi Library,
Adapted from intges 941.5-948,.014 edited by Dagobertof

.
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hie hare made
111d1111

ef 011:.,
11ke tho:;e ,hown

A and B (1 is t) and with tube,; two uln t:; lons 7 Jiee wei e

ivith
, the open end wac elo:ed with the

finsey, and they wei e then inner:1ear in a
wher e ther

wa:;
quitksilrer C; then we :-.dw that an empty :,pace

11111:,

PrYlled and that nothin\,
happened in the re;e1 wheie ti

:Tact' ioaz, formed. 'the tube
between A and 1) I emanifor al

way:-, full to the heisht of a cubit and a tin 07 tel and an inch

ewer.

17

A glziss tube about Once
ic* ;t. long was tiAtd w1th

mercuty (quicksilvet)
and %molted in a bowl
ot mot cut y

41.

The IONJUI Ot MOS CUP/ Ill
the tube tett until it was
about '30 inches above
the level ot the mummy

tho bowl. lhe space
above the nietcusy
co:unin was essenttally

11v3cooln-

S.

Vacuum

IT

Air
110111Met'cury

127



-The column of mer cury
is supported by air
pros Stl re.

. Air pressure will ' \
support a column of
water about 3,1 feet hi9h.

Tonicelli did not choose
to use the instrument to
measure air pressure
bocaus43 he considered
the hei9ht of the column
to depend also upon
temperature. This effect is
actually very small and is
'usually i9r6red.

128

I asserted that the Joyce which plepenk quirk:Ave, fall-

ing :loam is elle, nal and that the force (onn.7., fr011t

On the su ace Of the liquid ?oh Uh is in the bowl the, e

the weight of a lie itf of tntic, of air; then 71)011del

i5 it If pito HU' tie,sel CI:, in iohich the cjuu1ilt'i' ha Ho

iltultnatI011 and PIO repugnance, not riTtt 4 1,0Ite.,1, hi being

there, it should efir (Ind .511011111 ri!;1'
111,11

enough to make equilibrium with the weight of the elleinal

air which forces it up? Water ab,o in a :,i111110?-,
tube, OW Ugh

fl much longer one, will use to (quota 1 cphit,;, that it., e?!-;

MUcli ?Mlle tbilit quicksilver does as qui( ksilver is heavier

than water, so it 10 be in equilibrium with the same cause

which acts On the one and thr other.

1 haul! endellOoled 10 by lbil; jttiiieiple till soin;

repugnances which are fell in the various effects at/rill/OM to

vacuum, and I have not yet found any with which I puinot

deal succQ-,fully. I kitoW !bat yOUr 111.Xlinel6 Will perceive

many objrlions, Put 1 hoPe if you fJii k thew ozi they will

be resolv('d. VVly principal
intention I was not able it -1rry

)77,1a, that is, to recognize when the atmosphere is grosser am

heavier and when it is more subtle and lighter, beiause the

level AB in Hui instrument EC changes for some other reason

(which l would not .have believed)
especially as it is sensible

to cold or heat, exactly as if the vessel A E were full of air.

Your devoted .171111 obligated Servant,

E. TORRICELLI



Instead of using a inetettry baroinctei to nicaSUIC
yOU will be nsing.nn ancroii/ baloilic-tcf. it is e,illedaneroid, meaninp, -without because Uses, 1W,teador fluid, a small disk-shaped box from which most of theair has been removed. The disk can be seen iii most aneroidbarometers by looking through the hole in the dial. The diskwill look somethini, like the one drawn in

Disk

with most ot
the air removed

1.4,N
Air essuro
de c I ea:.

, As the air pressure On the disk changes, the top and bottom
are squeezed together or expand, causing levers and springsto move the pointer.

You will notice that there are two circular scales on the
barometer.lace (Fiptire 2).

Figure 1

Figure 2

001111";00111111 Wee* 1111444*** -29 i 0
°°. V1000

4.1C.

At P
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.
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130 EXCURSION 3-2

4

,

-1.11e top scale tclls you the hcirlit in inches to %Oink ,1

Column ot inci,..tuy Can bc (cd I ill,. plc \.t I C I hr

au. Remembei that Toi well! tound tbis to bc about 30
inches.

The bottom scale lecoids the n pi essinc
(nib). ,./1 is a iii t'asii i I pressuic. Reillember that
pressure can be C.:guessed as the amount 01 pci arca
(see Excursion 3-1, -Thc iicsstji es OiC). Onc millihAr 01'

pressure is the same as 0.01/i '. pound pci square inch The
air pressine needed to suppoit a column 01 IlICICtliy 30
inches lngh is 13016 millibars.

1-11. What air piessine in pounds per squaw inch is icquned
tovupport this mercury column 01 30 inches?

r_12. How many pounds per square inch 01 pressure arc
required to support a 29-inch mercury column?

For your weather watch, you should rceord the barometric
pressure in inches; thus, you can ignotc the millibar scale.

Now Ict's find Out how to operate the ilicroid barometer.
Notice that halfway between 29 and 30 on the barometer
scale is the numeral 5. 11 the black iikS`.041.1e were directly on
that line, the reading wonld be 29.50 inches (Figure 3).11
it were on the dark line just to the right Of the S, the reading
would be 29.60 inches.

Figure 3

29 50 r 29.60

0011111111111111

4,11"
;

/

;

I I
I

I

:

I

1 13

.1.5A 77,1;.`
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N 1 1 3 - Go to wheic the aneroid barometei is locate,11 m your
00111 (or ni the wcathei station) and rceold the air pi essin e

in inches.

efore continuing, check, your reading with your teachei.
You will notice that there is a silver needls-on the barome-

ter. This needle can be used as a marker to liqp you keep
track of how air pressure changes from one reakiing, to the
next. By setting the silver needle directly over the black
needle, you can sre how much, if any, the black needle has-
moved when a later reaoing is made. You can move the stiver
needle by -turning the knob on the face of the barolncter.
'ibis will be very useful because you can immediately tell
if there was a rise or fall in the pressure Ittecce the last reading.

r14. Figure 4 shows the position of the black needle about
twelve hours after its position was marked with the silver

'-',.scsneedle. How much has the barometer reading changed in
tfie Cwelve hours?

Figure 4

n 5. Does the change in pressure represent a rise, or a fall,
in air pressure?

Here is a good technique to use when reading an aneroid
barometor. Gently tap the glass of the barometer before
taking the reading. This will force the needle bearing if it
is sticking slightlya common occurrence in many aneroid
barometers:Try it.and see.: .

if you .are not sure of your ability to "read" the aneroid
barometer, test yourself with the three problems in the fol-
lowing checkup. You ban check your answers at the end of the
cheauli. EXCURSION 3-2 , 131

,\
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CHECKUP

f

1. tlove the tillVCI )1eckllc on the ancionl haionict(l (hv
tumuli; the kn").H) ilhit point', to 29.20.

2. Move the mlvei needle o t potnr, to
3. What r; the harometrw pli.,ttre, in inchtm.---sliown in

Fipire 5?

t

Figure 5

132 EXCURSION-3-2

Answers to checkup.
1.

2.

t.
3. 30.12, or 30.13, or 30.14

If yougmissed any of these, and don't understand why the
answers given are correct, talk it -over,with your teacher.

I

- - 4 Rti.
ti -7i r t`f 44;,..",rt ti* ,,,,OP?-
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The Shivering
Thermometer

Try to) rcruember.your last vaccination. WaS alcohol used to
clean your arm? I I so, you probably noticed that the cleansed
spot On your arm felt cold. Why?

ACTIVITY1. Lick the back of your hand. Wait a few seconds;
then blow across the wet spot.

Wet
'spot

a.

Excursion 4-1

pl. Describe how the wet spot felt before you blew across,
it, and then while you blew_across it.

Let's find out more about this cooling. You will neednhe
following materials:

I thermometer
, I 4-cm piece of wick

Baby-food jar half-filled with alcohol

'r
.44x.

,...
,7

I 4 8
133
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134 EkURSION 4_1

' ** *, e
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ACTIVITY 2. Place a thy wick over the end of a thermometer..

In doing this, your fingers will probably touc(tbe bulb and

cause the temperature to rise. When the tempeiture returns

to normal, record it as Temperature A in Table 1. This is the

temperature of the' air.

hor momolcr

-

ACTIVITy 3. Place the thermometer jr, the jar of alcohol.

Record the temperature of the alcohol as Temperature B in

Table 1.

Alcohol

ACTIVITY 4. Remove the thermometer from the alcohol afid

wave it around for about 15 seconds.. Record the temperature

as Temperature C in Table 1.



Table 1

t'(')

Tem pc! at nye A

Tempt:, aturc 13

TO pC 1.11,11le

n2. What is the difference between Temperature A and
Te iii pe ra tu i e B?

[13. What is the difference between Temperature B and
Temperature C?

[it). flow do you explain these differences ill temperatitre?

You probably found that the air temperature (A) and the
alcohol temperature (B) were very similar. However, Tem-
perature C much lower.

[15. What happened to the alcohol as the temperature
dropped?

------ Alcohol \Vas used in this activity because it evaporates
rapidly. This evaporation is related to the temperature drop
that you observed. Blorwing across the wet spot on your hand
speeds up the evaporation of the liquid. You can compare
the cooling etfect of eVaporation of the two liquids.

ACTIVITY 5. Put a small amount of alcohol on the back of
one hand. Then lick the back of the other. 'Now blow across
both hands at the same time: Continue blowing until one of
the liquids disappears.

EXCURSION 4-1 135



ta.a

I 16 \Vh1( h hand h It (WI( I .1'N YOU hi( W 1( MY, I (9

i _17- \Vtrich liji ,11101thd th( 1,11(.19 (You w.lv N\ ant
to dc\ isc anodic! av to coin pai thcc\ apoi a twn 1,11c ol
the liquRls )

You rna) liont Volunl\c, 1 .tht.1 2 of ISC`-; that enelpy
absol bed by whcn to a p,<IN. hIS (rieli!.,

(usually heat) is absoi bed horn the surroundings.

[118. Fxplain the fact that the backs of your hands felt cool
while the liquids were evaporating.

09. Why did the alcohol make the hand lecl cooler than
the other liquid did?

Wet- and dry-bulb thermometers

'Recall how you-determined the relative humidity and dev.)\

point by using the sling psychrometer. You found }hat thcy
temperature of the wet-bulb thermometer was lo\Ver than
that of the dry-bulb thermometer. What you know about
cooling and evaporation should help explain this difference.
The enet:gy needed to evaporate. the: water from the wick
mis taken from the wet-bulb thermometer. As a result the
thermometer cooled down.

But why did you have to twirl the sling psychrometer
around? Why wasn't the difference between the dry- and
wet-bulb thermometers always the same? Let's try an experi-
ment to helpfind the answers to these two questions. You
and a partner need these materials:

1 thermometer
I wick
1 baby-food jar half-tilled with alcohol.

ACTIVITY 6. Place the wick over the end of the thermometer.
Dip the thermometer into the alcohol and remove it. Place

' it on the table and read the temperature at 15-second inter-
vals. Record the readings in row 1 of Table 2.



Table 2

-Fe m pc! attire ('C)

After Alter After A tcT
Is sec. 30 wk.'. 45 sec. 60 see.

6. Thernunnetef,' ,

2. Therm/ometer
(waved around)

-

ACTIVITY 7. Again place the thermometer and wick into the
alcohol. Remove it, and wave it around steadily, stopping at

at

15-second intervals to tgad the temperature. Record the read-ings in Table 2.

n10. Using your particle model, explain why the moving'
thermometer cooled off .11-e rapidly. (You may want to usethe ISCS Volumes 1 and 2 particle model in you( expla-nation.)

The particle model for matter says that this enetgy speedsup moving particles: The fast-moving particles May leave theliquid to' become part of the gaseous air. However, collisionsbetween gaseous 'water particles directly above the liquidmdy knock some particles back into the liqUid again. .isalso possible for particles io;return to-the liquid just becausethey are .moving in that direction..

0
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When will the number "of particles of evaporated liquid
returning to the liquid be the greatest? It will be when the
air above the liquid is saturated with particles from the liq-
uid. Saturated means the air has all the evaporated liquid
it can hold. A,sponge is saturated with water when it is
holding all the water it can.

Suppose, for example, the evaporating liquid is water. The
greatest return of water particles to the liquid would occur
when the air is saturated with water vapor; in other words,
when the humidity is 100%. The number.of particles leaving
theliquid would be balanced by-the number of evaporated
liquid particles Teturning. This idea of particle balance is
illustrated in Figure 1.

Flgure.,1

SATURATED AIR
(100% humidity)

Number of particles = Number of particles
leaving the liquid reentering the liquid

138 EXCURSION 4-1

UNSATURATED,. AIR
(Less than

100% humidity)

#41"

t r/ ...I
; a-;: I ;

t f
.` w ;

--Liquid

Number of particles > Number of partioies,
leaving the liquid reenteiing the liquid

(is great-
sr than)

[111. Suppose the particles leaving the liquid were remoVed
from above 'th\e liquid (blown away, for example). HOw
would this affect the evaporation of die liquid?

4 1 5 i

t a'," 34 y.
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Pei haps you can se Why yoll -;,1111?!,- the psychionielei .

(The same teason explains wh) wet clothes (lry faster on a
wind). day than on a day when the ail is The ail
immediately next to the wet-bulb theimometeranay be satu-
Fated with watei. Ilowever, by swingini; the thermometei
around, you constantly bring the wet suitice into FeF;1011`,
where the air is not saturated.

pi 2. Sup ose the humidity in your classroom is lOn (satu-
rated air). t.jow would the tempelaune of tllc wet- and--
dry-bulb thermometers compare?

-4"

When the air is not saturated, partides will evaporate Flom
. the wet-bulb thermometer. The drici the air, the Castel the
cvaporal.ion. Thus, the better the cooling and the greater the
difference between the wet- and dry-bulb readings.

In summary, in humid (moist) air, the difference in tem-
perature :between the two thermometers is slight, any. In
very dry air, the wet-bulb thermometer gives a much lower
reatting den does the dry-bulb. thermometer. This sh'ould
help explain the tigures in Table 4-2 of Chapter 4.

'kdONdAdiindli
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11t4git.rf-'

t5

Condensed condensation

111C 11:11(lCk' 1110(10 1S :11S0 11e1111 iii C\111:1111111;', e011t1C11

N1l1011. Ill IS (Ill' OrpOSIle tl C\'11101,111011 III C011tIC11S,1110111

r,as beconq.s hquid. Condens:itton iii ith cooling. A,.
thc gas Cook, t(s par ticks lose enert,,,y and move morc Slowly.

The Voices of itttaction between the patticics ate mthiclent

to hrinp, these slower moving pat tides top:them.

You have Seen moisture 1;;011el 011 (Ile ollls:Idc or a eon

tainer of cold liquid. (This is sinnlai to the way you detei-
mined (!ew point) The an close to the cold cont-nner is

cooled as thc Container ahsorhs heat 110111 IL l'he, pat tides

111 the air lose Sonic of (heft enelV,y. With !educed 111011011,

r.ascous water particles pip together to Colin the visible H-
.

nid droplets.
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How High Are Excursion 5-1
the Clouds?

Many w?trin summer days begin with a cloudless sky. By
noon, however, puffballs of cumulus clouds may have ap-
peared. 1-leat from the earth's surface has lifted moist air up,
rorming.clouds. Usually these clouds have flat bottoms.

llow do you account for the flat bottoms when the
cloud tops aren't flat at all?

That isn't an easy question, but you rnay be closer to the
answer than you think. As moist, warm air rises, it gradwilly
cools. Eventually it gets high enough and cool enough so
that the water vapor condenses. This condensing (cloud for-
mation) happens just when the temperatu're of the air is the
same as the dew point. This Occurs at a specific height above
the earth. (Of course, this height varies from day to clay.) Figure 1

[112. What part of the cloud is the first to form, the top or
the bottom?

EJ 3. Can you now explain the flat-bottomed clouds?

. -
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-001,, ;it ave"c .1h011t pc!

.14. lo\\* much coolei \\mild the an he at -lto in thin Al
leVer.). (I:II111e 2).

Figure 2

2" cooler

1" (mole!),

3" cooler

100 in 200 m 300 m 400 in
CILLMTCCa.2.1311111

Earth

The dew point or ittr deereites at an averae rate of l"C'
per 550 m.

[115. ilow much less vould the clew point of air be at
2,200 m than at ground level?

Figure 3

Dew point
1° less

Dew point
3° less

Dow point
2° less

Dew point
7° less

1650 rn 2200 rn

Earth

06. Which decreases faster with altitude, tile air temper:a-
,'lure or the dew point?

Figure 4 may help you wi-th-yQur answq to question 6.

Se
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1°C 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

°C of Dew Point Decrease

"C of Air Tempointuie Decrease
/

As altitude increases, the air temperature falls Caster than
the dew point. Therefore, at some specific altitude, the ait
temperature will be eClual to the.dew point:, At that altitude,
clouds will begin to' form. Since cloud bottoms tbrm first.
all of them will be flat at that height. (The rest ol !he cloud
forms as the warm air continues upward. -What do you think
causes some' clouds to stop getting ,largee?)

Your problem is to find the height of the base of clouds.
Assurne that the tern perature at tittelase of the cloud is at
the dew. point.

Calculating the height.of the cloud base involves two steps.

I. Find the air temperature and dew point at ground level.
2. Find the height at which the .air tempetatyre (getting

lower by 1°C each.100 m.).and the dew point (gettin,g
lower by I °C each 5.50 m) are equal.

ngure 5 shows a sample problem on a day when the
temperature at ground level is 26°C. and the -dew point is
8°C.

04*

`-
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22

24

26

5"

60

Air temperature
(chops 1° C
per 100

8°

Dew point
(drops 1° C
each 550 rn)

Cloud', form
lompoiature . Dow polio)

An easier solution than thc,one shown in Figure 5 involves
'using a simple formula. Here it is:

-14,cigh t of cload bottom in meters = 122(T Td.o.)

N\
T. = ground level ternperature of air

1.(1.1). = ground level dew point

(.]7. Using the formula, check the s maple problem of Fig-
ure 5. ,

ri8. Calculate the height at which clouds could form today.
(Record your method, data, and conclusions in your Record
Book.)

r19. (Optional) Can you derive the formula given for this
type of problem?

fe,er
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Building a Nephoscope Excursion 5-2

A nephoscope is a device you can build and use to measure
the forward motion of a cloud. You will need the l'ollowini2,
materials:

pane of window glas, 1 watch, with sweep
approximately 21 cm second hand
x 21 cm

1 strip of masking
1 shdei.of black papecz,.cut tape (about 20 cm)

to the same si4e a the 1 marking pen (fine
glass pane point) .

1. centimeter ruler (or mctersticic)"--1 drawing compass

Compass

Black
paper

ACTIVITY 1. Clearly mark a point near the center of the black
paper. With this point as center, use a compass to draw. a
circle of 5-cm radius.

1 5

Another way to
draw a circle

145



ACTIVUT Y 2. lape the black papei with the pencil mai kiugs

next to the glass. They should be.visible through the glass.

ACTIVITY 3. With the marking pen, trace over the pencil

markings so that the glass sheet is marked like the black

paper.

- A e':

146 EXCURSION 5-2

ACTIVITY 4. Place the nephoscope as near a window as pos-

sble... -De ir the of-2TI h ear view 9' -t-le

A:
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Choose some clouds as neatly ovelhcad as possible. t.Ind
bc.idc the ilephocope m a posit1on hom windi you 11 sec
the reflection of the clouds. You may need to prop one cdp.c
of the nephoscope on a book. Once yon have (his set up
(1:igtne 1), ymt aue reAy to make meacutements. You will
need the help ol a partner,

, Figure 1 Position 1 PolAtIon

..-
.0

CO

CO

11

o

:

Nephoscopo
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148 EXCURSION 5-2

ACTIVITY S. First, select a clearly identifiable point on the
edge of .a cloud. Position yourself so that the reflection of
this point is at the center of the nephoscope.

-

Position 1.

ACTIVITY 6. Then, without changing your position, have y9,ur
partner time the movement of the reflection. Record how
many seconds it takes your chosen point to move from the
center to the rim of the circle. Don't change thiposition of
your body until your partner measures'the height of your eye
above the nephoscope. (See Figure 1.) Record your data in
Table 1.

'
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Table 1

iDistinee moved by reflection'(d)

Time to move 5 cm (t)

: 0.005 meter

1 Ic ght ot nephoscope (h) meters

!-,Estimated height Of clouds (11):
Excursion

Illetcrs

. . %. . 4":;.

Do not forget to change your measurements of h and d
from centimeters lb owlet-S.

With a formula from geonletry, you can use the measure-
ments you have just made to calculate,. the distance traveled

. by the clouds.

H X d
=

= Actual distance traveled by cloud
11 = Estimated height of cloud
d = Radius of nephoscope circle
11 = Height of eye above nephoscope

EXCURSION 5-2 149
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11. What ts the distance moved hv the cfrud9 ,

1 12. Suppose the estimated IieiIii (II) is 2,000 metcy,.

distance would the Cloud have moved it all vow othet meas-

urements were the same as helote?

LI 3. HOW hINI did the cloud move in incteisisce?

(Speed =

D4. Suppoe you wanted to use thi;; method to mezisurc th

:Teed of a jet aircraft. What would you need to know?

U5. 110w could you improve this method ot determi,ning

cloud speed?

4

/1

150 :EXCURSION 5-2
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And the Rains
Came Down
r

Figure 1

CPrecipitation

CGrowth of
Crystal or
INTer Droplet

1/

CCondens4on

I
Saturation

-LL

Excursion 7-1

ContaminatelL
Moist f

You have been studying a number of events that take\ place
in the atmosphere. All these events can lead to otother
occurrence that we associate with weatherprecipitation.

:This precipitation can be in the form of driz?,le, showers,
snoW, sleet, or hail. lt all depends on the temperature and
other conditions.

Precipitation might be considered the'top rung of a ladder
of events that occur in the air (Figure I). 151
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Figure 2

figure 3.

1431 .1011411116,...5' 4`

I CC`, I ii tO 111110 011tk 11\ 01011 (01 I )11Ik! 111.11

,111 1,1(1`,1 c)111 1111 V% 11C1 \ .11)01 .111(1 ()111( 1).11 II( h toi

condensation lo take plat e n tIt ik C Of ill( ,111

wadies the do poini th, w ate! apoi \\ ill t OI1IJC It,( tOt di(

pat title sulfates (dust, sm))ke, salt 2

f 11:11CS the ItH Ill.111011 01 :I C1111IllItl'5 C1011t1 1\101`,I ;III I`,

;Ind then cooled The cloud fin ui when the deNy point
Icached ;Ind water hepins to condense
(con(1 C11:111011 1111Ckl)

()II

Cloud droplets

Dev.; Point Level .

\ Rising moist air

The clotid consists of vcrY "1"ch well- call.
"cloud. (Iroplots.-

Figure 3 compares the si.z.es of- a condensation nucleus
(dust or salt), a cloud droplet, and an average-size raindrop.
An average, raindrop is so large compared to the droyle-rand
condeilsation.nuclei that we' can only show part ol it.

Cldud
droplet

Condensation
nucleus (dust)

47'

,

ar
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Now Rlance back at the ladder in hone I. In oidet
1),o up trom iung 5, Condensation, to lung I. Precipitation,
Growth (lamp, 04 the "Cloud droplets must take place.
About One million clofld droplets ate need.ei tot i stmill
itindiop to lotm! How does this happch? To find ow, you
anu a partner will need the lollownw:

I. plastic straw
Rubbe.r tubing, 2-Thot leni2,th
I pail
I Comb
Scotch tape or clay
Flat aluminum pic pan.

ACTIVITY 1. Carefully .punch a pinhole on one side only of
the plastic straw. Block,.pp one end Of the s,traw with clay
or tape. (The end must be watertight.) Fasten the open end
..of the straw to.the rubber tubing.-

Pin (cut pin hole,
(10 not cut through bottom)

Push clay in
/

Plastic straw

).)

ACTIVITY 2. Set up the apparatus as shown. The top supply
bucket should be about full. \

4

Rubber
tubipg

I I

I I
I i
1 1

Water

Tray
,

Books

Plastic $raw
wity'holebin

Rubber tubing

EXCURSION 7-1 153
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ACTIVITY 3. Hold the straw lower than the water level in the
bucket Suck on the pinhole until wAlei starts to flow. Hold
the straw in the pan so that the fountain is vertical.

!lubber
tubing

411

Wa tot

Pall

Straw Is hold
beneaththe level
of water in the bucket.

Pie pan

Bucket,

of water

ACTIVITY 4. Observe the spray of water Carefully. Pay partic-
ular attention to the size of the droplets. Now, while you hold
the straw, have your partner run a comb several timesihrou9h
his hair, and then move the comb close to the spray. Move
the comb in and out several times.

Comb

trA.littittllt

Atan, c rt * - 01-

*
* 4. .,

o s 14 fli:
#,.4...4s .1

0

44i
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I 1. NN'lim did you ohsci e I tppcuu1n, \\ hen the eomb
brought close to the splay.'

12. \\that happened to the si/e of tlto dlopIcts when tlte
comb moved toward ;Ind ,:i\vay from the splay'!

(13- Give your explairaholi or why the eomb alicets the
water spray'?

I 14. Doe:, this siwp,cq \Vhla III ir,ht cuusc tiny
cloud dioplets to combine to form raindrops'? Explain your
"AM %VC r.

The ritctu'in that results when a comb is rnn thioup,h dry
hair PrOdUCeS an electric (-barge (111 he comb and the hair.
This elia12,e has been described,.in detail in Volume 2 01'
ISCS. Llectne charge can produce a force of attractiQn be-
tween objects. As you 'brought the charged comb near the
water spray, the droplets probably increased in We. it 1ti
reasonable to assume that this charg,e was caused by the
chrirge on the comb. Tiny ii-oplets were attracted to each
othet and combined into larger ones. Flectrie charp,e also
exists in clouds. Therelore, it is reasonable to think that this
charge may callSe the formation of raindiops.

There is another lactor in raindrop formatioA that.some
meteoroloe,ists think is even more important than the pies-
ence of electric charge. This 1:aglior is the presence or ice
crystals in clouds. Figure 4 shows how the temperature in
a cloud may vary. In lart2,e clouds exteqing to high altitudes,

30° C

20° C

°

0 0 °
ak

o 0
o

44-

Figure 4

`;
0 .

*-
Freezing 0° C
point Freezing line

+10° C

11
'1

,* Ice crystals

0 Supercooled
droplets EX.CURSION 7-1 155.\\
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156 EXCURSION 7-1

rsc, ..4711 .

the tcnipeianne nhiy he well helow the neenni. point or

water 'Hie watci dioi)lets II ilniudes above the iicenne, line
he (ohlei than the lice/uo,. point oi watciind still he

.1 hese dioplets ale called su rem c e d di opteis.
Some ice crystals will :dm) exist in the cloud H i dioplet,
collides with an ice crystal, the supeicooled dioplet \\ dl

IIIIIIR'd1;11Hy lieeie 011 the or the ice cmystal
piocess continues, the ice crystal may heeome heavy enough
to Call throuili thi. cloud. If the eivstal Calk thioup.,h mill

,

ail, it may melt and leach the i.iound as a iaindrop. 11 the
elystal vans throno air that N klow IreciuT, thc precipi-
tation may he in the Colin or snow (ir sleet.

IC you ale interested iii inding out how had lornis, take
look at Excursion 7-2, "Cumulonintbm."

tt "7

cfr

:
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Cumulonimbus Excursion 7-2

;

'I;

1-his excursion should he done on sa, day when there arc
cumulus ('louds. Figure I shows a typical display of cumulus
clouds.

.'f
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Figure 2

158 EXCURSION 7-2

7i

ACTIVITY 1. Go outside, lie on the ground, pick out a single
cumulus cloud, and obser ye it tor at least three minutes. ihen
select another cloud, and agam, observe it to three minutes.

I I 1. IA's( the cli nu'c' von ohM'I yeti i5)1 the N\ t 11111t1h1

12. ( mpar c nnd continst the hchaVlol el heth elentk

You lcm fled cadiet in this unit thnt it \\alill, moist air
'Nes, it \\ill cool. The wale! \ zlpol condcn,c on tin.) .,011(.1

tit races, 101111iIII, a cloud. Cunnilw: clouds, with their puny,

heaping appearance, are 1.61 mcd whcre updizlits of- n'Th",
waim alt ()all r. Yoh might have noticed that the clouds you
obse:ved chnnged quite dramatically. Pciliaps the cloud
MOVed hoiriontally, broke ?mar 1. laded away, or giew
Generally these clouds don't last too Ions because the an
surrounding them is usually quite dry. 'Hits dry nit c?inses
the cloud droplets to evapoiate and het:Onle invisible water
vapor.'

Some cumulus clouds, howevel, arc htw,e and may last
Jong enough to prodllec violent wealher. Fxamples ol tIR`se
clouds arc shown in Figures 2 and 3.
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Figure 4

160 EXCURSION 7-2

You probably know that the clouds shown in Figures 2,
and 3 are cumulonimbus chuids. Pcrhaps you have seen
one recently. You may remembei that wind, thunder, light-
ning, rain, and perhaps even hail may have been aAociated
with it. How does a cloud get 50 big? What happens inside
these clouds to prodtlec a violent thunderstorm?

ACTIVITY 2. Figure 4 shows drawings of the same thunder-
cloud at different times. Using the vertical scale shown In the
photographs, determine the height, In feet, of the cloud at
each time.

B 2:00 P.M.
1
.110

1

Am.

MM.

C 3:00 P.M.

.03. How tall (from bottom to top) was the cloud at each
time interval?

04. What was the rate of growth of the thundercloud?
(Hint: How many feet did it "grow" per hour?)

Rising air in some thunderclouds may have upward speeds
of 60,000 to 100,000 feet per hour. At such speMs the air
may climb above the condensation level very rapidly. If the
surrounding air is relatively high in hufnidity, the cloud may
-grow to 40,000 feet or more!

Inside the cloud, air moves violently up and/or down..
Figure 5 shoWs the nature of the air motion in a cumulo-
nimbus cloud.
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30,000

20.000

10,000

Ground

Updraft /

/

Downdraft

Heavy
rain

Downdrnft

Light
rain

Notice that at. first the air motion is predominately an
updraft. During maximum development of the cloud, the air
moves both in violent updrafts and in downdrafts. Finally,
the upward motion, which supphes the moisture, ceases, and
the cloud consists only of downdrafts.

Let's examine one important effect of the ups anddowns
of air in a cumulonimbus cloud. This effect is called hail.
Although most hail is about pea size (i inch), some hailstones

..may be as large as tennis balls (2i to 3 inches in diameter).
A close irispection of hailstones reveals that they coqist of
a series of layers of ice in concentric Alas. See Figure 6.

s.

The formation of these ice layers requires the presence
of strong updrafts.

05. Why do you ,think strong updrafts are necessary in
forming hail?

17;

Figure 5

Figure 6

EXCURSION 7-2 161



Ilan ice cryk,tal throuo.h the cloud h caught in an
updraft, it can collect more droplets 011 its surface. "the crys-
tal then enlarges. Neat the top or the cloud, the force Of
the updraft decreases. .1 he rim\ Impel crystal falls again;
collecting more ice on its stir race. If it is hurled nyward again
by the updrafts, still more ice collects.

16. What would cause the hailstone to finally fall to the
earth?

Imagine how strong the updrafts must be to produce hail-
stones the size of tennis balls!

162 EXCURSION 7-2
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Weather Prediction Excursion 7-3
and Forecasting

-Have you been wondering how meteorologists can predict

the weather from data like that shown in Table I? Flow can

they combine several kinds of information to interpret and

forecast the weather?

Table 1

Day Time Temp.
Wind
Dir.

Wind
Speed

Cloud
Type

Cloud
Cover

Pre-
cip.

Bar.
Pres.

Rel.
Hum.

Dew
Point

,

'17°C

. '

20
21

1:30
2:05 20°C

S
S

8-12
8-12

Stratus
Stratus 8

29.90
29.88

55%
83%

13°C
18°C

22 1:50 10°C N 25-31 Cumulo-
nimbus

0 1.5 cm 29.81 100% 10°C

23 1:45 5°C . N 8-12 Clear 0 29.92 29% 7.9°C

24
-- .

_.

How web can you interpret the -data in Table 1? Can you
predict what ttie next day's weather will be? Notice that the

'data is for a four-day pgriod. Data for a fifth day (the 24th)

is not.included. You will try to predict this data, Study the

patterns in each column beforeitrying to answer the follo'wing

questions.
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lit What kind of fro* is moving across this area?

112. If you knew that the center of high pressure was due
to arrive on the 24th, predict what would happen to each
of the following quantities just after it arrives. (Complete that
part of Table I in_ your Record Book.)

M 1)ERAT1 JRF (Drop greatly; drop slightly; no change;
rise .g.it.y; rise greatly?)

HUMIDITY (Drop; stay the same; rise?)
CI.Ot IDS (Stay clear; get cloudy; if so, what types?)
WIND (None; strong; light?)
PRECIPITATION (None; some?)

Fortunately, the weather pattern shown by the data in
Table I is a fairly clear-cut case of frontal movement. The
air pressure dropped slightly and then rose rapidly just be-
fore the first part of the high-pressure area arrived. The drop
in temperature shows that the high-pressure arca was the
result of an advancing cold air mass. As the cold mass moved
itito the area, the relative humidity rose, water vapor con-
densed into clouds, and rain fell. After the cold air mass
replaced the warm air, the air was clear, cold, and fairly still.

Most weather predictions, or forecasts, are for, less than
48 hours. They are called short-range forecasts. Careful anal-,
ysis of the daily weather map (which you can obtain from
a daily newspaper) coupled with the observations you make
of temperature, pressure, humidity, and cloud type, will ena-
ble you to-make 48-hour forecasts.

Table 2 describes signs to look for when making short-
range (48-hour) forecasts.

ACTIVITY 1. For the next three days, continue to gather
weather-watch data. Each day, study your observations and
make a forricast of the next day's weather. In addition to
making your own observMions, consult the'daily weather map
posted in your rocim, or look in our newspaper.

1 7



Tab,* 2

Weather
Element Sign Probable Change in Weather

Air Pressure

,11

Rapid drop Front approachingrain 01
SnOW

Rapid rise Front moving out --clearing
and fair

Steady Weather remains same.
.

Clouds

Puffy, scattered
cumulus

Fair weather

,
Afternoon ennui-
tonimbus clouds

'Thunderstorms

Altostratus Warm frontno rain unless
cloud type changes

Miscellaneous

Cool, clear day
with little-wind

High pressure over region.
weather will probably remain.,
fair.

Sudden change
in wind direction

Advancing or receding front

Your forecast should be recorded in your Record Book and
you may also wani to post it on the chalkboard or bulletin
board. Try to include predictions of the following in your
forecast:

1. Cloudiness (increase, decrease, remain the same)
2. Probable wind direction
3. Probable wind speed
4. Barometer reading (fair rise, remain the same)
5. Probable cloud types
6. Probable temperature range
7. Precipitation expected (amount and type) EXCURSION 7-3 165
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As each day pase\, also make a 11(1l(' ot youi success. 1..vcn
with computers, abmidant data, and numeious observers,
prores,,ionll weathel predretois of ten have a -batting aver-
age- of only Mr,,70`. I I your pi edictions air correct e'ven
hafi- thc, time, you are doing petty well".

YOU Call - dO YOU!. fOI Cr:i`Nt WOI k at the same time that yo.0
arc beginning the next .nnit. Iry not to let or

. - N
television weittiliteL torMists affect youi o'wn pred lions! 1 he
object of- thN activity:is to tes how well your, m Lodeworks._,. ,.
for prejiming, not to make pc rfectly accurate 'forecasts.

"?.

;ACTIVITi-2.(Optional). If yotk4are interested, try making an
Istert4e4terecest. An extended 'forecast is usually a weather
'FirediCtflup to about a weeR in advance. Extended forecilts
are geteral forecas* Therefore, you s ould not be coh-
cernrit , etails as you Were for the sh rt-range forecast.
For the n'

,
be,f4tV

Tempe

twk, Predict what you beiieVe the Outlook will
lerm s of the following.

%4armer Or'colder ih
--'ot year)

Precipition-(More
time of year) 'f

Movement of fronts thrpugh your area
q

,

In order to
i
ive a.geffekil forecast, you may want to find

.

_out what the normal tényeratures and preciptation
,

amounts
,,i _. ,

are for your local are.4, -You May.... also want to look at'
weather tellite photOgiaphs. of the .clOuds over the earth's ,

stirface. AV 1,Heave that up Lto,You! "n.
., ..

al fOr that time

ss rainy than normal for that

. I _

16P EXCURSION

,
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